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By H. J. Besuey and G. H. Baston, Assistants, Office of Grain Standardization. 

INTRODUCTION. 

In January, 1910, the Office of Grain Standardization, Bureau of 

Plant Industry, undertook the investigation of corn (maize) acidity. 
At that time it was generally known that in all cases the amount of 
acid or the degree of acidity found in badly damaged or spoiled corn 
was far greater than the amount of acid or the degree of acidity 
found in corn which was sound and in good condition. This fact 
was well established by the researches of Black and Alsberg,' of the 
Department of Agriculture, and by the work of foreign chemists and 
other investigators ? on the toxicity of spoiled corn. 

It was for the purpose of ascertaining the range in the degree of 
acidity of commercial corn and to determine the reliability of the 
acid test as a criterion of quality and soundness of corn from the 
standpoint of commercial grading that the investigation herein 
described was undertaken. 

METHOD, APPARATUS, AND REAGENTS. 

DESCRIPTION OF METHOD. 

Select a representative sample (about 100 grams) of corn to be 
tested and grind to such fineness that at least 80 per cent will pass 
through a 2-millimeter sieve. Weigh accurately duplicate samples 
of 10 grams and transfer each to a 300 ¢. c. wide-mouthed Erlen- 

1 Black, O. F., and Alsberg, C. L. The determination of the deterioration of maize, with incidental 

reference to pellagra. U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin 199, 36 p., 

1910. 

2Schindler, Josef. Anleitung zur Beurteilung des Maises und seiner Mahlprodukte mit Rticksicht auf 

ihre eignung als Nahrungsmittel. Innsbruck, 1909, 43 p., 1 pl. 

NotEe.—This bulletin shows how the acid test may be used in the commercial grading of corn; it 

intended for chemists, grain buyers, and all who are interested in grading corn, more especially in the 

corn belt and at terminal markets. 
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meyer flask, then add 50 ¢. ¢. of 80 per cent alcohol, specific gravity 
0.86, and stop the flask tight with a cork or rubber stopper. In 
order that the meal may be thoroughly and equally subjected to the 
action of the alcohol, carefully shake the flask with a whirling motion, 
avoiding a distribution of the meal on the sides of the flask. After 
shaking, let the meal digest in the alcohol over night (approximately 
16 to 18 hours). After digestion filter through a dry filter paper. 
Place 25 c. c. of the clear filtrate in a 250 c. c. beaker and add 75 
c. ¢. of distilled water and 1 ¢. c. of phenolphthalein solution and 
titrate with a one-hundredth normal alkali solution. The proteids 
dissolved in the alcohol are thrown out of solution when water is 
added, leaving a white precipitate, which makes it difficult to deter- 
mine just what constitutes an end point in the titration. The end 
point that has been adopted is perhaps a slight degree over the point 
of neutrality, but it is necessary to carry the titration to a distinct 
color in order to get comparable results. This titration, as will be 
readily seen when making the determination, is different from most 
titrations, owing to the cloudy white precipitate formed on the addi- 
tion of water to the alcoholic extract, which in a measure obscures 

the color. It will, however, be necessary to analyze corn ranging in 
color from pure white to deep yellow, where in each case the color of 
the extract is slightly different. One also has to deal with mixtures 
of white and yellow corn, where again another colored extract results, 
depending upon the relative quantity of white and yellow corn pres- 
entinthesample. Plate I will help persons who perform this analysis 
for the first time to get the correct color. The colors shown repre- 
sent titrations of yellow, mixed, and white corn, and it will be seen 

that the color of the liquid obtained at the end point is slightly 
different in each of the three cases. It is not expected that persons 
making this test shall match these colors exactly, but they are 
intended to give one as clear an idea of the color as can be shown on 
paper. 

To correct the reading of the burette for the acid contained in the 
alcohol and phenolphthalein, make a blank by taking 25 c. c. of 
alcohol, 75 c. ¢. of distilled water, and 1-¢. ¢. of phenolphthalein 
solution and titrate in the same manner as the corn extract. Sub- 
tract the reading thus obtained from the reading obtained by titrating 
the corn extract, and the result will represent the true acidity in 5 
grams of corn. Multiply this result by 2, and it will represent the 
number of cubic centimeters of one-hundredth normal alkali required 
to neutralize the acid in 10 grams of corn, or the number of cubic 
centimeters of normal alkali required to neutralize the acid in 1,000 
grams of corn, This result is termed the “degree of acidity” of the 
corn, 
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_ APPROXIMATE CoLors DETERMINING THE END POINT IN TITRATION OF CORN ACIDITY. 
| Fig. 1.—CoLor AT END POINT IN TITRATION OF YELLOW CoRN. FiG. 2.—COLOR. 

AT END POINT IN TITRATION OF MIXED CORN. FIG. 38.—CoLoR AT END POINT IN’ 
_ TITRATION OF WHITE CoRN. 
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APPARATUS. 

A special apparatus is being perfected whereby the time of making 
acidity determinations can be reduced to approximately 30 minutes. 

Fic. 1.—Power mill for grinding samples of corn. 

Some mechanical defects have been found in the apparatus used in 
the preliminary investigations and further experimental work is 

Fic. 2.—Balance, weights, and spatula. 

necessary in order to correct these defects before the department 
would be justified in making a definite announcement: 
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LIST OF NECESSARY APPARATUS. 

(1) Mill. | (6) Graduates, 25 c. c. 

(2) Balance. | (7) Beakers, 250 c. c. 
(3) Erlenmeyer flasks, cork or rubber | (8) Burette, 50 c. c. 

stoppers to fit. (9) Filter stand. 

(4) Pipette, 50 c. c. | (10) Hydrometer, reading between 
(5) Funnels, 3-inch. 0.700 and 1,000. 

DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS. 

Mill.—Any small hand mill can be used for grinding the samples, 
but where a large number of samples is to be handled, a power mill 
similar to the one shown in figure 1 1s practically indispensable. 

Fic. 3.—Bailey’s automatic pipette (75 

Any make of power millsimilar to the one 
illustrated will be found satisfactory. 
Balance.—Any chemical balance will 

answer for weighing the samples, but a 
balance like the one illustrated in figure 
2 will greatly facilitate the work and will 
be found accurate and speedy and not as 
complicated as most chemical balances. 

Pipettes.—Where only a few samples 
are to be analyzed, a 50 c. c. standard- 
ized pipette will serve for adding the 
alcohol, but where many samples are to 
be analyzed an automatic 50 ce. ec. 
burette, such as is illustrated in figure 4, 
will be a decided advantage. An or- 
dinary standardized 75 c. c. pipette will 
suffice for measuring the water, but 
where many samples are to be handled 
an automatic 75 c¢.c. pipette (illustrated 
in fig. 3) will be a great help both in 
time and accuracy. 

Burettes.—A 50 c. c. Squibbs burette 
will be found very satisfactory in titrat- 
ing (fig. 5) 

Filter stand.—A convenientfilterstand 
is illustrated in figure 6. It accommo- 
dates 60 funnels and graduates and is 

c. ¢.) connected with bottle of distilled a great space saver over many other 
water. types. 
Drain stand.—A wooden stand like the one shown in figure 7 will be 

a great help in drying and protecting the glassware. This model can 
be easily moved about, enabling one to move many flasks or beakers 
at once, thus saving many steps and valuable time, 
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REAGENTS. 

(1) Eighty per cent alcohol: The specific gravity of commercial 
95 per cent alcohol is about 0.816. To make 80 per cent alcohol put 

Fig. 4.—Automatic burette of 50c. c. capacity Fig. 5.—Squibb’s automatic 50 ec. e. burette. 
used in adding 80 per cent alcohol. Hy- 

drometer and cylinder used for preparing 

alcohol shown at the right. 

the 95 per cent alcohol in any tall glass container, preferably a 
cylinder, and add water little by little until the hydrometer reads 0.86. 
Be careful to mix thoroughly after each addition of water. 
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(2) Standard alkali solution: Hundredth normal potassium hy- 

droxid (KOH) solution has been found to be the solution best adapted 

for making this determination, but hundredth normal sodium 
hydroxid (NaOH) solution will be found satisfactory if potassium 
hydroxid is not obtainable. The standard alkali solution should be 
prepared from the fused KOH or NaOH sticks, purified by alcohol, 
or bought ready for use from a dealer in fine chemicals, as the one 
making the test desires. The solution is apt to deteriorate on standing 
for any considerable length of time, and for that reason it is best to 
buy or make up in small quantities. 

(3) Phenolphthalem: A solution of phenolphthalein containing 
one gram of phenolphthalein in 300 ec. c. of alcohol has been found to 

as a } LD webyevvvvvvV 
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Fic. 6.—Filter stand, showing arrangement of funnels, graduates, flasks, and beakers. 

be the most satisfactory indicator. Be careful to mix the solution 
thoroughly. 

(4) Distilled water. 

DEGREE OF ACIDITY OF CORN. 

CORN SELECTED FOR SEED. 

Table I shows the degree of acidity and the percentage of germina- 
tion of corn selected for seed. The samples from the crop of 1912 
represent Illinois corn selected by individual farmers. The samples 
from the crops preceding 1912 represent corn selected for seed by 
various State experiment stations, except that the samples from 
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Iowa were also selected by individual farmers throughout the State. 
All samples shown in Table I were tested for acidity and germina- 
tion in the year 1912. ‘The corn at the time of analysis was appar- 
ently of first-class quality and in excellent condition, although, as 
the results of the germination show, some of the samples were unfit 
for seed. 

Analyses of approximately 10,000 samples of corn in this investi- 
gation showed a range m degree of acidity from 9 to over 100 ¢. ¢. 
In consideration of this wide range, Table I illustrates the uniform 
low degree of acidity found in corn selected for seed. Table I shows 

Fig. 7.—Drain stand. 

further that, if properly harvested and carefully stored, corn can be 
kept for several years without suffering any great loss of viability 
or increasing abnormally in degree of acidity. Although this inves- 
tigation shows that the degree of acidity is not an absolute criterion 
of the viability of corn, the results obtained firmly establish the 
direct relation of the degree of acidity to the percentage of germi- 
nation. 
A degree of acidity of 18 c. c. or below is evidence of a high per- 

centage of germination, and the lower the degree of acidity is found 
to be the stronger is the evidence of high germinative power or strong 
viability in the seed. 
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TaBLE |.—Acidity and germination of corn selected for seed. 

Pee haa Grown in State Acid- | Germi- pee iP bea Grown in State Acid- | Germi- 

tory No. of— ity. | nation. Eaae: of— ity. | nation. 

Crop of 1906: C.c. | Per ct. || Crop of 1912: C.c. | Per ct 
S80se. =.) Indiana... <=. = 15.1 96 | 71990 W..| Tlinois...........- 14.6 95 

Crop of 1908: FALE OY bani Guy Ser ae 18.4 97 
BktS2 CA Ohios> =a te ee 20.5 95 71992 Wiseli es donee eve 15.0 100 
38137 C...| Minnesota... 21.5 100 TE CRAs ee On een ee 15.8 94 

Crop of 1909: . WIGQS OW 2 ote 54 “(ee ee 17.2 97 
38445 C...| Missouri.........- 23.8 56 T2400 Wee ee <6 (a ysis ak SRE 15.0 99 
38134.C>_2) Ohios se ee eee 21.9 92 T2158 Wie “6 {oy SNe eens see 16.6 90 
38138 C..__| Minnesota... AES 82 yA flees Weg Ode ace eee 15.0 100 

Crop of 1910: 72153 Wiese dGreecde ke 15.0 100 
39147 C...] Kamsas.... 18.5 8s (2154. Wiese GG 4n eee 15.0 99 
S0148 Ge rs do ee ae 17.5 100 725s Wee ee det ness tree 100 
39149. GC) le: 6; Ae eesente. 16.6 98 T2156 Wises (ne eee 17.0 92 
39156 Ce d0-36 ere es 15.5 98 72157 W| ee GG eee 16.2 100 
38446 C IMissourni_ = 2225.26. PAL 42 Mets Wee eee doa 16.6 7 
38135 C Obie. ee = 19.4 98 72159 WA it edie? Si 1g 100 
38139 C Minnesota 50.4 100 T2160 Weal ee. rs | ae tes As SR ee 13.8 109 
38294 C. diana. 22.5 134 T21GI Se GO:2h 2s 3. Se 16.6 96 
SSO Ge fs Fe doe. eae 20.6 8s (1G? Week 3 i Cc a ee eae 14.8 98 
38088 C Wisconsin 19.5 98 216s |e dO esos ee 17.4 100 
38090 Goo 2.22 do... =e 21.0 98 CASES avi ee ee do-Aa see ee 19.0 91 

Crop of 1911 71564 W..|..--- dos si21 eae 16.8 99 
38444 C. Missouniee = 16.6 100 A565 ave oe Ge tes 8 Ae 18.8 100 
38447 Go fol: dost. aes 13.6 98 71566 Wie fos rit Se ae 16.6 100 
38136 C. Ohio see me 18.2 96 56 TOW Gc eee eee Be 17.4 100 
38132 C...| Minnesota.........| 19.5 98 71568 W.-|.--.- deo oy ee 16.4 100 
38206'C..-|\ Indiana) ee 18.1 94 11569 Wiese WO se See es 16.2 96 
38087 C...| Wisconsin... 18.7 100 T1570) Wee | eee door 18.4 100 
SOS Ge eos o do: L kee eee oe 15.9 100 (1514 Wie OC A et 16.4 99 
38372 C Towa: 26 eee 18.0 94 WWoi2eWe eee GO en NC ee 20.6 96 
sicey 6) Cites Ei do-po) eee 18.0 100 | 71573 We se: don 222) sok aa) 18.6 100 
atte Caen eee do. > aw 16.8 100 71574 Woe ri genes RE er A 17.0 98 
slay if, Open Mes dole. Faas 19.6 100 | 71575 Wale de! 28s eae, 18.0 100 
Biss y( ct Cheon Weed ae dost. ae 18.6 8s 71754 W152. des cose 16.4 95 
Sey ee ee doi8 52-4 ee 18.6 82 11755 Wes tee dg 2 2 Sa oe 16.2 100 
ASV is Gees Beene oC eee ene 20.2 17 (156 Weeeleo ee dos sae 18.0 100 
31:37 CD) Gees (eae dps) Seay 15.8 90 (57 WA SS doy 2 o5. ae 178 95 
Ato 130) Cae Nee do-22 17.9 94 MIDS Ween G0ss23 4s 16.4 98 
SRaRE CO ct ee do.) eee 17.4 98 71759 W_.|.-.-- dec Seon oe 15.2 98 

Crop of 1912: T1760) Weal do... 3s Se 15.6 100 
71558 W..| Tlinois.__:-...-..- 19.0 99 71799 Wiles te dp 355 -s 16.2 98 
71559 W..|_---- do 2222. 16.8 100 71800 W..|.---- dos 5h ae 18.0 100 
71560 W..|-_--- doi eee 17.4 100 V1S0E WSIS dors = sale 16.6 100 
TADGIGWe eee d0-4 SS 18.6 92 T1G02 We Yass do: ee ae 16.8 100 
1562 Wis- cence do. E== eee 17.4 99 11803 W122 32 G0) o.oo 47-0 94 
FASO Wiel. oe do: 4225 Sa 16.0 100 TSW. don eee 16.0 99 
WOU WV oo do-f3) ee 17.4 97 71805 Wien dO seat ee 18.8 100 
AQUA] 2552 dof 14.2 98 TAS06 Wiese MO. ec) eee 15.8 100 
7AST Wee ee dO. 22s 14.2 100 qASOTAW =| ae oe dotges Jee 16.0 100 
TANGIWie lee do. eee 14.2 99 71 SOSSW ese doses aa 15.6 100 
AOU AW wel oe doch setae 17.8 100 41809 Wie | o22 2 dos. site 19.6 97 
TOUR IWrse eee do kee 15.0 97 71810 W..|----- ri (1 Se iy 18.6 99 
71919 Weel os douse 16.6 96 718i Wiese Se det. 18.0 96 
71920 W.-|..-.. dof eee 14.2 100 71812 Wh 22-8 doe ee 18.0 96 
TAGHIEW Sea. 2 1623 14.6 97 71813: Ws) dots en 15.8 98 
TAGII Wiel ase mc DOs 25550 ese 18.6 99 TASTE Wea] ee 76 Le eae ntl I 17.4 99 
71970 Wc Nooo "¢ Pe is: Os aie pe 17.8 100 AD W ie doses aes 15.8 100 
74 O80) Wise loss doe sere: 2 a 1748 98 71816 Wee leeee doe 3 2S eie as se pe! 79 
TAGRIAW alos dots 16 4 96 qAOL TaN a pee do. 825 Saar 15.6 100 
TORO IWE eee OSes aes: 2Ge1 8 19 0 96 FASIS Wears GOreeee see a 17.6 82 
7AOSS Wie? [eee ee GOs or Sasa 17 6 96 11819 Wiser Go eee 15.0 99 
TAGSAWis=|225= 6 (okc\s See See 19.0 99 12180 Weal ee dou tse 16.0 95 
71985 W..|----- dancin sot as 19.6 96 W21ST Ve Sse doi te eae 16.6 93 
7A OSEE WEI n= 2k dostat tee. e: 17.0 99 | PALS Uy ee eae dove 15.0 98 
yf RS O53 =s3s2355. 16.4 98 (2189 WeDo CL ies Pe igre 15.8 98 
71988 W..-|.---- det Lee 15.6 99 | T2AQS Wea ees dos=445- ere 13.6 95 
71989 W.-|.---- doo Sa 18.4 100 T2196 We Ao dots ee 16.0 97 

i 

1 Weak. 

analvses of 127 samples of corn 
selected for seed, giving the average acidity and average germination 
for each year and all years combined. Attention is called to the f-~ 
of the low average degree of acidity of 17.2 ¢. ¢. in connection with 
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the correspondingly high average percentage of germination 95.2. 
The results shown in this table were all determined in 1912. 

TABLE II. —Average acidity and average germination of corn selected for seed from the 
crops of six different years. 

Number Average 
Crop of— of sam- sversee germina- 

ples patey: tion. 

(OL Per cent. 
HOO Geert pee ct toec seertara la sfeloccranctalsfarcve'o ale svete a /a1Sta soo = asayava/erbiois eye's, aiajaa oes 1 15.1 96 
IQOWB oda Beige Goes BSS SEIN ole acer ere thes eo eee anes a ne Ns a 2 21.0 98 
IQ0O ope o bese Suse edace SORSs Oe = Rae Se ra arene eee a eee Ae ee mean ae ee 3 21.2 77 
IDIO. ca Sacddae Saas e SOD SMOG Aa OetrS Oe Ee eae Tens ere Snes mee ae re it 19.5 86 
TOS si cp elect Steer eR TS cles eel ers Pe net i te oe SS are 17 Not 91 
HG 2 ee nee ee eee eA PRL oa ea aaa A ae ow Sa a a aa 93 16.7 98 

SD OUEM Les state es Se 5 Se oe ied eS CoO ge ee Te ae SS PrP ee VOT il raveterce ale fall tere nrelaerae 
Generaluaweragex(allerops)) ee eee se tate eee aati = Sainte elon rotenone oie steers ercinre 17.2 95.2 

CORN ON THE FARM. 

Table III shows a comparison of the analyses of corn at the time of 
harvest and at different periods of storage both in the crib and in 
shocks. The shocks were well put up and afforded good protection 
to the corn. Attention is invited to the low degree of acidity and 
high moisture content of the corn on October 1 and to the decrease 
in moisture on the succeeding dates. It will be noted that on May 1 
the corn was still low in degree of acidity, after having lost its ex- 
cessive moisture during storage through the winter on the farm. 

TasBiE III.—Acidity and moisture of corn kept from October 1, 1910, to May 1, 1911, 
inclusive, in shocks and in crib under country conditions at the Maryland station, College 
Park, Md. 

Dates of sampling. 

Sample. Item of comparison. 
Oct.1, | Feb. 13, | May1, 
1910. 1911. 1911. 

ans hn tt Moisture. 3: ees Ol ate per cent.. 24.9 16.0 14.6 
Composite inside of shocks..-...... {Acidity 5 ed Sat ea ac TO Cuckn 11.0 17.0 17.0 

i : é Moisture sss 3. saesane nese per cent... 24.9 16.0 13.3 
Composite outside of shocks........ {neraitg ROAR. pute gee tet: C.C.. 13.5 19.0 17.0 

: E IMIOISGUIRC Hate eee per cent. . 23. 4 16.0 1359 
Composite of shocks.........+-++-+- \aerdity Bice woe ie ten eas Clee 12.6 18.0 17.0 

; , (MMOIStUITCE Reece oer ee per cent... (1) 16.9 14.0 
Composite of crib.----........+---- WACdiEVC Ede Ghee ten Does, Caen ln ra) 17.5 15.0 

1 No corn in crib. 

Attention is called in Table IV to a comparison of the keeping 
qualities of corn stored in different cribs used throughout the Middle 
West. Corn was examined in January, February, March, April, and 
May, 1913, and it was found that very little change had taken place 
while stored in any of the several cribs. On the whole, the corn was 

42125°—14_2 
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in very good condition and the degree of acidity of the corn stored on 
the farm through the winter was uniformly low. 

Taste [V.—Acidity and germination of corn stored over winter on Illinois farms in 
cribs of different type. 

| 
Dates of sampling, 1913. 

Type of covered 
rib Location. Item of comparison. ] ] 

; Janu- | Febru- | se : 
| “ary. ary. oe April. | May. 

| 
ue | : Acidity ee reetee @..¢:.) 518.6 | 415.0] 15.4 15.4 

Rail erib......../ Turpin, ll... {Germination....percent..| 96.0| 1000) 98.0} 9a0 f © 
| | | ; Acidity + ever exert. 140.1 48)4 |. ae ies 13.4 

Sing | uy =f = | | Single crib...... Cerro Gordo, {casabation oer cent..| 98.0] 97.0] 97.0| -98.0 90.0 
| 

aera ' AGidiby- jc hace eee eve.) 18.4 | 15.24). 4658.) oasis 15.4 
Double crib....- Long Creek, Ill teow atioas eae cent..| 98.0] 96.0| 94.0] 85.0 90.0 

| 

1 Crib shelled out. 

Ears of corn were collected representing all parts of several cribs of 
corn in Illinois, and a uniformly low degree of acidity was found 
throughout the individual ears, asshownin Table V. In the sampling 
of these cribs, care was taken to secure ears which would represent 
the corn in the crib as a whole. 

TaBLE V.—Average and range in degree of acidity of individual ears of corn sampled 
from farm cribs at Turpin, Long Creek, and Cerro Gordo, Ill. 

Acidity (c. ¢.). Number of ears with acidity— 

Total number of ears. 
| ae | ES zi Balow Between) Between Keawe 
Average. Minimum. | Maximum. 20 c.¢ 20.1 and | 25.1 and Sele 

tie 25 C. C. 30 ¢c. c. ee 

es. | | | | eae 
TPE Ds By get EARS eee eras | 17.0 | 9.8 | 31.8 | 120 | aA | 2 | 1 

CORN IN COUNTRY, TERMINAL, AND EUROPEAN MARKETS. 

Acidity determinations were made of several thousand samples rep- 
resenting corn selected for seed, country elevator receipts and ship- 
ments, terminal-market receipts, and corn as loaded at seaboard for 
export and as discharged at foreign ports. Corn selected for seed 
was taken as that best representing the average condition of corn on 
the farm. Table VI shows that there is a steady increase in the 
acidity as the corn passes through the different grain centers from 
the farm until it has reached a foreign port. While the average of 
all the corn except that which was received at foreign ports is below 
22 c. c. in acidity, it will be seen from the range given in the right- 
hand column that there were some samples in all cases that could not 
be classed as sound: corn, and on the other hand, while the corn as 
received at foreign ports had an average acidity of 30.4 c. ¢., indi- 
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cating an inferior quality, it will be seen from the range that some 
arrived in practically as good condition as when it left the farm. 
This table represents an average of 7,124 samples. 

TaBLE VI.—Average acidity and range in acidity of samples representing corn selected 
for seed, corn received at and shipped from country elevators, corn received at terminal 
markets, and corn as loaded at seaboard for export and as discharged at foreign ports. 

Acidity (ce. c.). 
Number | y ( ) 

Kind of corn. of 

samiples. Average. Range. 

Comiy SECON eC! tir SECO sagan os an nee sae OeEaee rcs sage sober oeeeeeeaaccr: 127 17.2 13.6 to 23.8 
Country elevator receipts and shipments....-...---...---+-..+-.---- 197 19. 4 14.5 to 50.8 
Menminal-manket NeCelpUSte a sce reese ree ae ee see lee nice Slane are aes 5, 174 20. 4 11.7 to 66.4 
WoadedkatiscaboarduorlexpOnt asm) - ose os nics arene jee eee 1,098 20. 2 12.4 to 32.0 
MischarcediatpMORelsMyp OGUS epee resales cleleleloele series ele eens som een eisieia 528 30.4 16.0 to 110.8 

A comparison was made of the graded and the rejected and sample- 
grade receipts as they were received at Baltimore, New Orleans, 
Chicago, and Kansas City, and it was found that the average acidity 
of the rejected and sample-grade corn as shown in Table VII was 
much higher in all markets than the acidity of the graded receipts. 
This table represents a total of 5,174 cars. 

TaBLeE VII.—General average degree of acidity of corn receipts at four of the principal 
terminal markets, showing the relation of the degree of acidity of the graded receipts to 
the degree of acidity of the rejected receipts and sample grade. 

| 
ait | 4, aay Rejected and sample 

All receipts. Graded receipts. grade receipts. 

Market. 

|Number of| Average | Number of| Average | Number of | Average 
| samples. acidity. samples. acidity. samples. | acidity. 

: ; ON. C2c: Cx: 
Baltimore ys esas Gh eee 1, 737 20.6 1, 659 20.3 780 | 26.8 
News Orleans aot eceee ei 755 22.9 573 20.6 182 | 30.6 
(CINIGE Oats re ea ee 2, 450 19.7 2, 208 19.2 242 | 23.2 
Keamsasi@itiyeee erase ecean see 232 18.7 220 18.1 12 | 29.2 

RELATION OF THE ACIDITY OF CORN TO CERTAIN CRITERIA OF 

SOUNDNESS AND QUALITY. 

In order to determine whether or not the amount of acid found in 
corn may be considered a factor in judging its quality and sound- 
ness, the results of the acid test must be compared with all well- 
established and gencrally acknowledged criteria of soundness and 
quality. a 

Viability (or germinative power), temperature, and percentage of 
sound and damaged kernels as determined by mechanical analysis 
are criteria of the soundness and quality of corn. 

Corn having attained a temperature higher than normal, through 

heating in storage or transit, is conceded to be unsound and of poorer 
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quality than corn which has never been subjected to a temperature 
above normal. 

Corn showing upon mechanical analysis a high percentage of sound 
kernels and a low percentage of damaged kernels must be conceded 
to more closely approximate sound corn and be of better quality than 

ACIDITY OF CORN 

—————— a Te 

p30. F OC 

GEFVHNATION OF COFR/V 
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a WY, O'- 9G5D AT FORE! 

Fig. 8.—Graphic comparison of the degree of acidity and the percentage of germination of corn (1) as found 

on the farm, (2) as received at terminal markets, and (3) as discharged at foreign ports. 

76-5 % 

corn showing a lower percentage of sound kernels and higher per- 
centage of damaged kernels. 

VIABILITY, OR PERCENTAGE OF GERMINATION. 

The results of the investigations show in a general way that the 
degree of acidity of corn increases as the viability, or percentage of 
germination, decreases. 

Figure 8 is a graphic comparison of the degree of acidity and the 
percentage of germination of corn as found on the farm, as received 
at terminal markets, and as discharged at foreign ports. 

ACIDITY — CC. 

FIRST-CLASS COUNTRY CRIB CORN.__._§__ z= “= 5 

TERMINAL-IARKET GRADED RECLIOTS EE o.s 

TERMINAL-MIARKET PEVECTED RECHIOTS Eee 26.9 

Fic. 9.—Graphic comparison of the acidity of first-class country crib corn with the acidity of terminal- 

market graded and rejected receipts. 

Figure 9 further summarizes the relation of the degree of acidity 
found in corn on the farm to the acidity found in corn arriving at 
terminal markets. 

In figure 10 the samples represent corn saved for seed in several 
States and of various crop years. These samples were found to be 
uniformly low in degree of acidity. In the figure will be noted an 
acidity sound-corn line at 22 c. c. on the acidity scale. The investi- 
gation shows that this line most closely approximates the maximum 
degree of acidity found in corn which was sound and of good quality. 
It will be seen that three samples of corn selected for seed exceeded 
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an acidity of 22 c. c., but it will be seen also that these three samples 
were exceptionally low in percentage of germination. A fourth 
sample very low in percentage of germination did not exceed an 
acidity of 22c.c. The agent or agencies which destroyed the germi- 
native power of this corn did not cause abnormal increase in degree 
of acidity. This is contrary to the general rule, because agencies 
which destroy germinative power are generally the same agencies 
which cause abnormal acidity. It is mainly through deterioration 
of the germ that the degree of acidity is increased, as shown in figures 
32 and 33 (p. 44). 

Table VIII summarizes the relationship of low germinative power 
to high acidity. Germination tests were made in connection with 

8 1910 19// CROP OF 19/2. 
tf i a 

GERMINATION - PER CENT. 

Fig. 10.—Curves showing the uniformly low degree of acidity in corn selected for seed in which there is 

a high percentage of germination. 

acidity tests on all samples handled in this investigation. The 
samples in this table represent the widest possible range in quality 
and condition of corn, from first-class country crib corn in excellent 
condition through various conditions and stages of deterioration as 
found in corn shipped from country stations and arriving at terminal 
markets and European ports. The samples are grouped according 
to their source. The average degree of acidity of samples in each 
group which showed a percentage of germination less than 20 is com- 
pared with the average degree of acidity of samples which showed a 
percentage of germination ranging from 21 to 40, 41 to 60, 61 to 80, and 
81to 100. The table shows that corn with a low germinative power 
is higher in degree of acidity than corn of high germinative power, 
irrespective of the source of the sample. 
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Taste VIII.—Samples representing corn on the farm, at country shipping points, at 
terminal markets, and at foreign ports, showing the increase in degree of acidity in direct 
proportion to the decrease in percentage of germination. 

| Samples which showed a range in the percentage 
of germination from— 

Source of samples. Item of comparison. 

| 0 to 20 | 21 to 40 | 41 to 60 | 61 to 80 | 81 to 100 

Individual ears from farm lox Number of samples.....- | iS Ube oes | 2 eg 9 | 131 
cribs. P Average acidity..... CC tet tear it 29.9 | 20.6 18.2 16.6 

Country elevatorreceipts |fNumber of verae Pemae why | 28 60 86 21 
and shipments. \ Average acidity.....¢.¢.- 29.8 ZAR! 18.9 19.3 19.6 

ay 5 : {Number ofsamples..._.- 598 657 968 1,830 1,058 
Terminal market receipts.}) «verage acidity.....c.e..| 26.6 21.8 19.6] ” 19.3 18. 

Corn discharged at for- | {Number ofsamples...... 167 129 76 74 
eign ports. |\Average acidity.....¢.¢._| 39.9 | 25.5 25.5 | ye 18.0 

= | | 

EFFECT OF POOR CARS ON THE CONDITION OF CORN. 

Corn often arrives at terminal markets in cars with leaky roofs, 
and not infrequently the grain directly under the leaky part becomes 
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4h) ERR SEES 

13 18 17 9 2 23 2. 
a 

Fig. 11.—Curves showing the increase in degree of acidity and the decrease in percentage of germi- 

nation through advancing stages of deterioration in a car of corn. 

wet and reaches advanced stages of deterioration while the greater 
part of the corn in the car remains sound and in good condition. 

Table IX shows the results of acidity and germination tests made 
on samples taken from both the good and bad parts of such cars. 

TasBLE IX.—Comparison of the average acidity and the average germination of corn 
sampled in the good and the bad parts of cars received at a terminal market. 

Average pee 
Source of samples. acidity, | S¢rmina- 

A tion. 

| Cat: Per cent. 
18.6 67.7 
23.4 49.0 

Good part of car 
Bad part of car 

1 These results represent an average of 73 cars. 
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Figure 11 shows the direct and the proportional increase in the 

deerce of acidity with the decrease in percentage of germination of 

samples taken from a car of corn which was shipped from Decatur, 

Ill., to Baltimore, Md., and allowed to stand on the track in Baltimore 

until it was in an ad- 
vanced stage of deteric- Lethe aE eee psa 

ration. 
WEIGHT PER BUSHEL 

53.7 LES. 

RELATION TO TEMPERATURE. 150.5 285. 

° GER/M/NAT/ION 
60 Y Figure 12 shows the ess 27 

average condition of a pe 
} uG: 

Proomoracor loaded: at, Meee ttt ee ee CC 
a United States seaport DAMAGED KERNELS. 

° 5.6 Yo 
. 

compared with the aver- ne Ea mT eC 

age condition at the time re. 12.—Graphic comparison of the average condition of a 
of discharge of the cargo cargo of corn at the time of loading at a United States sea- 

’ port compared with its average condition at the time of 

ata Kuropean port. The discharge at a European port, showing the effect of tem- 

degree of acidity varies perature through ocean transportation on various factors 
directly ek ve quality which determine the soundness and quality. 

and soundness of the corn, as is indicated by the variation of the 
other factors graphically shown. 

In figure 13 reference is again made to a car of corn shipped from 
Decatur, Ill., to Baltimore, Md.. At the time of its arrival at Balti- 
more the corn contained an average moisture percentage of 18.60. 
Four days after its arrival at Baltimore the temperature began to 

BALTIMORE MO. 

( Ni 
NI 
~ 

; ie 
26 |0°|25\2 

2alocleds 
| IQ 

yen 

Fic. 13.—Curves showing the effect of temperature on the degree of acidity and the percentage of 

germination of a car of corn which was left on the railway track through advancing stages of 

deterioration. 

increase rapidly, and with the increase in temperature there was a 
proportional increase in degree of acidity and a corresponding 

decrease in the percentage of germination. 
Figure 14 shows the relation of the degree of acidity to the condi- 

tion of corn before and after a storage experiment in a large elevator 
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bin at a terminal market. During the course of the experiment the 
corn was allowed to go out of condition and underwent considerable 
deterioration. The degree of acidity is shown as a factor in com- 
parison with other factors which determine the quality and soundness 
of corn. 

Corn under certain conditions may attain a temperature of 100° F. 
or more before it becomes discolored or shows to the eye any 
effect of damage by heat. Table X shows the effect of the increase 
of temperature upon the degree of acidity, percentage of germina- 
tion, and percentage of sound kernels as found in samples haying 
undergone ocean transportation. The samples were taken at 
European ports at the time the vessels were unloaded. Nine cargoes 

are represented. The corn at the 
ACID eee time of loading was cool, the great- 
ES eiee est bulk of it being below 50° F. 
a al Through ocean transportation coy- 

v¢5° —_ ering a period ranging from 14 to 30 
MEAT DAMAGE or 35 days? a large part of the 

94% corn attained a temperature greater 
Seas Se ssom  thanit had at the time of loading. 

vi This increase varied from one or 
Er, two to over a hundred degrees in 

IFIS.F Yo 

the case of the badly damaged 

Fic. 14.—Graphic comparison of the condition of portions of the cargoes. In the 

corn at the time an elevator storage bin was table the deoree of acidity and the 
filled and at the time the bin was emptied, show- 3 j - : 
ing the degree of acidity as a factor in compari- percentages of germination and of 

son with other factors which determine quality goynd kernels represent the ay- 
and soundness. : 

erage of all samples which showed 
temperatures below 50° F., between 51° and 60°, between 61° and 
70°, between 71° and 80°, between 81° and 90°, between 91° and 100°, 
and above 100°, respectively, at the time of discharge of the cargoes, 
Samples which attained a temperature of 71° or more showed marked 
evidence of deterioration, and the higher the temperature the more 
advanced the stage of deterioration and the higher the degree of 
acidity. 

TaBLE X.—Degree of acidity, percentage of germination, and percentage of sound kernels 
of samples representing 9 cargoes of exported corn, showing the effect of the increase 
of temperature. 

Temperature of samples at time of discharge (° F.). 

Basis of comparison. 

Below 50°. | 51° to 60°. 61° to 70°. 71° to 80°. 1° to goz,| Sl to =e 

Number of samples.........._.- 106 65 70 44 29 20 | 109 
Degree of acidity ......__.- Cace 21.0 24.4 26.8 31.9 33.5 SEY 42.5 
Germination). 2...) 22. per cent. . 50. 2 39.4 42.1 - 36.0 217, 18.8 4.2 
Sound kernels as determined by 
mechanical analysis, per cent. 88. 38 84.4 81. 65 71.68 60.73 50.94 | 14.10 

1 In the case of one vessel a period of 50 days elapsed from the time of loading until the time of discharge. 
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RELATION TO THE PERCENTAGE OF SOUND KERNELS. 

In Table XI the degree of acidity as found in approximately 2,400 
samples is compared in a general way with the percentage of sound 
kernels found in the same samples by mechanical analysis. The 
results in section A of the table represent samples from all grades 
of car receipts at a principal terminal market from December, 1911, to 
November, 1912, inclusive. The samples represented in section B of 
the table were taken at the time the cargoes were discharged at Euro- 
pean ports from nine vessels loaded at the United States seaboard. 

TaBLE XI.—Comparison of the degree of acidity of samples of corn which were found upon 
mechanical analysis to contain a low percentage of sound kernels with the degree of 
acidity of samples which contained higher percentages of sound kernels. 

A.—REPRESENTATIVE OF ALL GRADES OF CAR RECEIPTS AT A TERMINAL MARKET. 

Sound kernels (per cent). 

Basis of comparison. | 

eres 51 to 60. | 61 to 70. | 71 to 80. | 81 to 90. | 91 to 100. 

iINuimiberof samiplesay=- ces asceec oe ccc ne 28 13 26 91 456 1, 467 
ASveraceaciditweemet eee eee eee. OR (a5 34.8 32.0 27.4 25.9 22.5 18.6 

B.—REPRESENTATIVE OF NINE CARGOES DISCHARGED AT EUROPEAN PORTS. 

INumiberofisampless2-5-- 42). jason soos ea eee 58 18 ile 25 91 92 
AVORES BOOM, sasosogeaoducccoacues cxcm 40.9 31.1 32 9 28. 8 24 4 PALEY. 
Average germination .........-. per cent.. 5.3 18.6 29.8 38. 8 41.0 55.9 

RELATION TO THE PERCENTAGE OF DAMAGED KERNELS. 

In figure 15 is shown the relation of the percentage of damaged 
kernels to the degree of acidity found in samples of corn of all grades, 
representing 2,454 cars received at a principal terminal market (C) 
from December, 1911, to May, 1913, inclusive. These cars of corn 
ranged from 10 to 60 ¢. c. in degree of acidity. The percentage of 
cob-rotten kernels and the percentage of heat-damaged kernels, if 
any, was determined by the mechanical analysis of a representative 
sample from each car. 

It is the purpose of figure 15 to illustrate the general way in which 
the acidity of corn increases with the amount of damaged kernels 
as detected by the eye in mechanical analysis. The point at which 
the curve intersects a perpendicular cross-section line denotes the 
average percentage of damaged kernels found in the samples, which 
ranged in degree of acidity as designated at the top of the perpen- 
dicular cross-section line. The average percentage of damaged ker- 
nels is shown at the left. The curve designated ‘‘cob rot’’ (solid line) 
represents the percentage of kernels damaged by agencies other than 

42125°—14_3 
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heat. The curve designated ‘‘cob rot plus heat damage’’ (broken 
line) represents the percentage of the total of the damaged kernels. 

The curves show that the samples which were found by analysis 
to have a large percentage of damaged kernels were also found to 
have a high deeree of acidity. It is shown further that the degree 
of acidity varies directly with the percentage of damaged kernels 
and that the presence of heat-damaged kernels in any large amount 
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Fie. 15.—Curves showing the relation of damaged kernels to the degree of acidity found in samples of 

corn (all grades) representing 2,454 cars received at a principal terminal market (C) from December, 
1911, to May, 1913, inclusive. 

greatly increases the degree cf acidity. When the percentage cf 
heat-damaged kernels was small, the degree cf acidity was only 
slightly increased. A break occurs in the continuity of the curves 
representing the percentages of damaged kernels at acidity ranges 
between 27.1 and 31 c¢.c. This break shows that a number of the 
samplos, although having a slightly higher degree of acidity tha 
certain other samples, contained a smaller percentage of damaged 
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kernels. The difference, however, is small, being only 2.5 per cent, 
and this evidence should in no way discredit the merits of the acid 
test. It must be remembered that, theoretically, the degree of 
acidity of corn is a measure not only of the amount or quantity of 
damage but that it is also a measure of the quality or degree of. 
damage in any given sample. Hence, it can be readily understood 
how a sample containing 10 per cent of damaged kernels might have 
a higher degree of acidity than a sample containing 15 per cent of 
damaged kernels, provided the degree of damage or the extent to 
which the kernels were damaged is taken into consideration. This 
factor of degree or state of damage, or stage of deterioration, while 
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_ Fie. 16.—Graphic comparison of the average degree of acidity and the average percentage of germination 

for each commercial grade of corn received at a terminal market (A), by months, from January to June, 

1912, inclusive. 

immeasurable by the eye in any standard or definite way, is readily 
determined by the acidity test. 

RELATION OF ACIDITY AND GERMINATION OF CORN TO COMMERCIAL 

GRADING AT TERMINAL MARKETS. 

The purpose in presenting figures 16, 17, 18, 19a, and 196 is to corre- 
late the average degree of acidity and the average percentage of 
germination of corn with the commercial grading at terminal mar- 
kets by months. Attention is called to the increase in the degree 
of acidity and the decrease in the percentage of germination from 
the high to the lower grades. Attention is also called to the de- 
crease In degree of acidity and the marked increase in the percentage 
of germination upon the arrival of the new crop in November, as 
shown in figures 17, 18, 19a, and 196. 

ACIDITY OF CORN AS A FACTOR IN COMMERCIAL GRADING. 

ACIDITY OF COMMERCIAL GRADES. 

Corn arriving at a terminal market is graded or classified accord- 
ing to its condition and quality. In this connection the words ‘‘con- 
dition” and ‘‘quality” are more cr less synonymous. It is generally 
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understood, however, in commercial grading that ‘‘condition of 
corn’ refers to freedom from or presence of dirt, cob, broken ker- 
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Fig. 17.—Graphic comparison of the averaze degree of acidity and the average percentage of germination 

for each commercial grade of corn received at a terminal market (B), by months, from November, 1911, 

to June, 1913, inclusive. 

nls, other grains, unnatural odors, and excessive percentage cf 
moisture—as corn is spoken cf as being clean or dirty; mixed with 
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oats or wheat; musty, sour, or sweet; damp, wet, or dry. The word 
“quality,” then, in connection with grading of corn, must refer to 
soundness, meaning freedom from injury, defect, or decay, 1. e 
normally perfect of its kind. 

Of the factors affecting the condition of corn, viz, dirt, cob, broken 
kernels, other grains, unnatural odor, and moisture, all with the 
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Fic. 18.—Graphic comparison of the average degree of acidity and the average percentage of germination 

for each commercial grade of corn received at a terminal market (C), by months, from December, 1911, 

to May, 1913, inclusive. 

exception of odor can be definitely ascertained by practical and 
quantitative methods. The exact percentage of dirt, cob, broken 
kernels, and other grains can be readily determined by mechanical 
Separations; the percentage of moisture can be as readily determined 
by the use of a moisture tester.! 

1Duvel, J. W. T. A moisture tester for grain and other substances and how to use it. U. S. Departs 
ment of Agriculture, Bureau of Plant Industry Circular 72, 15 p., 13 fig., 1910. 
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Heretofore in commercial grading, corn has been considered out 
of condition because of eM Pe ie only when the odor is sufh- 
ciently pronounced to be readily detected by the sense cf smell, 
which varies with different individuals and even with the same indi- 
vidual under different conditions. 

In the grading of corn from the standpoint of quality or soundness, 
however, the methods are entirely arbitrary, inasmuch as there is 
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Fic. 19a.—Graphic comparison of the average degree of acidity and the average percentage of germination 

for each commercial grade of corn received at a terminal market (D), by months, from October, 1911, 

to August, 1912, inclusive. 

always considerable question as to just what constitutes cob-rotten, 
decayed, or otherwise damaged and defective kernels in any given 
sample which may be under inspection. — 

It is the purpose of this section of this report to show the relation 
of degree of acidity in a detailed way to acknowledged criteria of 
soundness and quality of corn and to call to the attention of the 
grain trade and those of the general public who may be interested 
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the possibilities of the acid test as an additional criterion in deter- 
mining soundness and quality of corn from the standpoint of com- 
mercial grading. 

The samples shown in Tables XII to XIX and figures 20 to 31 and 
33 were graded by the Illinois State Grain Inspection Department 
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Fic. 19b.—Graphic comparison of the average degree of acidity and the average percentage of germination 

for each commercial grade of corn received at a terminal market (D), by months, from September, 1912, 

to June, 1913, inclusive. 

according to the rules governing the grading of grain in the years 1912 
and 1913. 

Figure 20 shows the average degree of acidity of Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 
sample-grade corn as it was graded upon arrival at a principal ter- 
minal market (C), representing an average of approximately 2,000 
cars received from December, 1911, to December, 1912, inclusive. 
Very little difference is shown between the grades 2, 3, and 4. This 
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is due to the fact that the greater part of the corn that graded 3 and 
4 was so graded because of excessive moisture, although sound and of 
quality good enough for No. 2. Figure 20 also shows the average 

degree of acidity of ACIDITK = C6. : 
samples received from 

20 Ce. 

19.8 OC. aa April Li 1912; to Oc- 

coke 00 | DEE 84 1912 tober 31, 1912, inclu- 

re == sive. Thisisthe time 
ieee = | pes of the year during 

274 co| 067% 192) which corn arrives at 
12.8 cc. venireg | verminal markets in a 
fee labsiie =? drier condition and is 

2aece (79) oraded principally 
from the standpoint 
of quality and sound- 
ness. It will be seen 
that the degree of 

acidity increases directly with the lowering of the grades. Figure 20 
further shows the average degree of acidity of samples received from 

January 1, 1913, to May 31, 1913, inclusive. Increase in acidity is 
shown through the lower grades, and. uniformly lower acidity was 
found in Nos. 2, 3, and 
4 corn of the crop of 
1912 than was found 
in samples from the 
crop of 1911. This 
comparison by crop 
years will appeal to | pecz so 

those who may recall 72 
the far superior quali- |“**”° 
ty and condition of the 
crop of 1912 as it was 
marketed over that of 
the crop of 1911. 

ACIDITY OF MECHANICAL 

SEPARATIONS OF CORN. 

Fic. 20.—Graphie comparison of the average degree of acidity of 

corn, by grades, as received at a principal terminal market (C) 

through different seasons: (1) December, 1911, to December, 1912; 

(2) April, 1912, to October, 1912; (3) January, 1913, to May, 1913. 

ACIOlT Y= cc: 

Of£C. 4, /9/1 

7? 

MAY 30,/ 9/2 

SAH. 1, 1912 

7o 

MAY 30, 19/23. 

Fig. 21.—Graphie comparison of the average degree of acidity of Figure 21 shows the 
average degree of acid- 
ity of separations re- 
sulting from mechan- 

mechanical separations of samples of corn as received at a principal 

terminal market (C) through different seasons: (1) December, 

1911, to May, 1912; (2) December, 1911, to December, 1912; (3) 

January, 1913, to May, 1913. 

ical analyses of samples of corn representing approximately 3,000 
cars received at a terminal market. It also represents the crop of 1911 
and the crop of 1912, based on terminal-market receipts from Jaru- 
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ary to May, 1913, inclusive, and represents the general average of both 
crops combined. By the degree of acidity of the mechanical separa- 
tions the superior quality and condition of the crop of 1912 isalsoshown. 

In one instance in figure 21 the acidity of the corn designated as 
‘“badly damaged”’ appears somewhat lower than the acidity of the 
corn designated as “‘slightly damaged.’’ This is due to the fact that 
the corn designated as ‘‘badly damaged”’ had so far undergone de- 
terloration as to be typical of rot and decay, which agencies tend to 
cause a state of alkalinity rather than a state of acidity. At one 
time, no doubt, before the corn reached that state of rot and decay, 
the degree of acidity was higher. Rot and decay serve to slightly 
reduce the maximum degree of acidity which the corn attains in the 

Q) 9 

GERMINATION % 

Fic. 22.—Curves showing the monthly average degree of acidity and percentage of germination of corn 

as received at a principal terminal market (C). 

cycle of deterioration, but leaves the degree of acidity sufficiently 
high to stamp the corn as being wholly unsound. 

The general relation of the degree of acidity to the germinative 
power of corn arriving at a terminal market is shown in figure 22 by 
curves which represent monthly averages. Attention is called (1) to 
the marked increase in the degree of acidity and decrease in the per- 
centage of germination starting in the spring with the approach of 
warm weather and continuing throughout the summer months and 
again (2) to the very marked decrease in the degree of acidity and 
increase in the percentage of germination commencing in October, 
upon the arrival of the new crop. Through germination and acidity 
the superior quality and condition of the crop of 1912 over the crop 
of 1911 is again shown by these curves. 
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RELATION TO GERMINATION AND SOUND KERNELS. 

Table XII shows a comparison of the degree of acidity with the 
percentage of germination and the percentage of sound corn (ex- 
clusive of broken kernels). The monthly averages of these three 
factors are shown for each grade. Examination of this table will 
also reveal a consistent decrease in the percentage of sound corn and 
the percentage of germination from the high to the lower grades and 
a. corresponding consistent increase in the degree of acidity. 

TasBLE XII.—Relation of the percentage of sound corn, the percentage of germination, 
and the degree of acidity to the commercial grades, by months, from December, 1911, to 
May, 1913, inclusive. 

Number of samples. | 

Year and eas Sa a OL: Germi- > ae 
mionthe Grade. ier ; Corre nation, | Acidity. 

Sound Germi- Acidity: 
corn. nation. | ~ y- 

| { 

1911. Per cent. | Per cent. Cc: 
INO#S 2 aes eee Ee Be 18 16 12 93.8 Tse bl 19.7 

IM ecemibernt ase NOwa os sees eee ees ee 120 112 110 91.2 68.8 19.7 
Samples Aree oe ee wee 38 28 27 89.6 56.3 22.3 

1912. 
NOR SE 2s Vas Se STs RE ee 68 62 65 91.9 (3 Ueto) 

January... : INOW See 2 Fe st Sees. Rae 145 133 134 90.8 64.4 17.6 
(Sceaple eo Rae eee 22 | 21 21 86. 6 39.5 19.2 

IN ONDE hose ate. eee eee 34 31 31 91.4 57.9 TAS 
Hie ou aTayies\cc al sN Ona: eae eee ene 123 108 111 91.3 46.7 ee 

Santplez hes sees eee a eee 28 28 28 83. 4 18.5 19.9 

B(INON Sie See ee Ie ae 59 56 59 90.8 62.0 16.9 
Marehe.-=-..- INO 48 Soe ein kd eS NS 174.) 108 112 90. 1 41.1 1a) 

Saniples:/ ae = ae 15 13 14 77.6 Lhe 22.3 

SIN). 2s shee pj ae gee 6 6 6 91.9 63.3 14.8 
Ari INIO83 22g) Veith © PC eee 43 43 43 89.3 54.8 16.4 
1S Sot DLS faye eae USS” ep a 99 99 99 S72 45.5 17.5 

(Sam plese es. t= eee 26 26 26 79900) UWE 25.9 

INO 2s eae ener ae per 39 39 39 89.8 45.4 5 
M INO oe Se ee Oe Sie eee 117 116 1ALZs 86. 3 41.3 18. 4 

DY cose Gases Nios fo) S02 52 a eee 7) 75 78 78.9 25.1 20.7 
(Sammplets3 ease eae ee 43 41 43 56. 3 20.6 26.1 

INO ee hee 38 37 38 90. 6 47.6 17.1 
= INOW Seas See oltre 116 111 114 88. 4 41.3 18.8 
vune. ------.- IN Gates A Geet Oe oe 67 65 67 82. 8 28. 2 22.8 

; Saiples sa. ae a ee 10 10 10 68. 6 17.4 26.3 

INO feo cee ao eee ae | 59 59 59 90. 4 44,4 21.5 
& INO 23 ae ee ee oe 66 64 66 87.0 40. 5 22.9 

Jwy....----- Tondo Ss: Matar 34 34 34 80. 1 20. 8 28.8 
Gomi plea seem eee wena 8 8 8 78.9 6.5 33.2 

INO 22) eke- = ee 3 ea ee 34 34 34 90.1 43.7 21.9 
INO Fee eee re eee ee 65 60 65 88. 4 40. 2 23. 4 

August....... Gee ete ee bo aan 34 39 34 82, 2 26.8 27.9 
SHINO Oa soossccesacacedascs 3 3 3 83. 4 abba) 23.2 

INOS E2 See et. ee eet ena 20 20 20 91.8 29. 2 24.4 
INO: Size eee eee eee eo 41 40 41 88. 3 31.2 24.0 

September === | nig: suri ee eae ain eae 35 34 35 81.4 22. 6 29.5 
Sampless(45 a ee 2 2 2 70. 0 18.0 37.0 

ING D5 eye ea ace eee i17/ 1% 17 92.1 ae 5 Aes 
INOS 3 eee een ee 61 60 61 87. 5 8..0 : 

October. ..... No.4. he oh eee ee 18 18 18 81.7 41.1 25.0 
Saimiples. Sree see eoeee 1 il 1 6.0 0 46.7 

INO: 2525.50 eee 5 5 5 91.0 Bile z ea 
INO2.3) Reo eee ae eee 43 43 43 91.1 67. 3 

November. . | Nocdsc. 1 ee eee 97 97 97 90. 8 75.4 16.2 
Samples sonsnooseeeeeee 34 34 34 86.1 68. 4 rat 
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TaBLE XII.—Relation of the percentage of sound corn, the percentage of germination, 
and the degree of acidity to the commercial grades, by months, from December, 1911, to 
May, 1913, inclusive—Continued. 

Number of samples. 

Year and Sound Germi- Pn 
: Grade. ; Rise Acidity. month. Gorn aG@eerod Ape corn. nation. 

corn. Maton) Si - ty: 

1912. Per cent. | Per cent. Cre: 
NOR Dees ike Manson 8K Be SAAS 1 i if! 96.8 100. 0 19.0 
NOs ou ek ee ncGicee woe 20 25 25 91.9 84. 6 20.8 

DecemiberrtrNosdih) i.) 34 34 33 90.2 78.7 21.9 
iSE11000) (Ot es ee ene ees ae 9 9 9 d2e2 54. 4 28.5 

1913. 
INO See ee sie ee ee 26 26 24 92.5 82.0 18.6 

January...... INO: Peet eee Shere on 33 33 29 90.1 73.0 19.4 
Damp lense eee pace ee a3 by) 4 2 84.8 dl. 7 20.9 

} 

INGLIS ae ae OOO ee ee 19 19 19 | 92.7 83.8 Lit 
February..... DN ORE 2S SPO Meira NE A NAS 19 17 19 89. 2 74.9 Low 

Sample we pervs ee eae Mae oe 3 3 3 90. 2 52.0 18.7 

INO}; ts SE See eee hom aaa 39 39 39 90. 9 81.9 17.4 
IMEI s eos SA RINIOS Cin Se pee eas eee 23 23 3 89. 4 78. 2 ieee 

2 2 2 60. 8 35. 0 30.0 

il il il 92.3 85. 4 14.6 
36 36 36 91.5 83. 8 15.7 
14 14 14 86. 5 69. 4 16.1 
6 6 6 70.3 44.0 22.03 

4] 41 41 91.9 85.0 14.8 
24 24 24 88. 7 (alge) 16.0 
7 7 7 84.5 60.0 7/2 
3 3 3 Dea 21.0 29.2 

Figure 23 represents the data compiled in Table XII. The curves 
denoting monthly average degree of acidity bear the same relation 
to each other as do the curves denoting monthly average percentage 
of germination and sound corn. 

1311 19/2 49/3 - 49/1 19/2 19/13 

PER CENT 

AREY, t y tT R* 9 bey mB 

wa 
paler 
‘4 

GERMINATION PER CENT 
SOUNVD CORN 

Fic. 23.—Curves showing, by grades, the monthly average degree of acidity, the percentage of germination, 

and the percentage of sound corn in representative samples of corn received at a principal terminal 

market (C). 

While there is considerable variation between the grades in all 
the factors throughout the greater part of the year, confusion of 
the lines denoting little variation and an overlapping of the grades 
occurs at points indicated as October and November. ‘This is due 
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to the arrival upon the market of the new crop, when practically 
all of the corn is graded down because of its excessive moisture and 
not because of inferior quality. 

As already stated, these investigations have shown that 22 ¢. c. 
most closely approximates the maximum degree of acidity found to 
be contained in sound or normally perfect corn. 

Table XIII shows the average percentage of sound corn, the 
average percentage of germination, and the average degree of acidity 
of each commercial grade. In comparison with these general aver- 
ages there is likewise shown the relation of the amount of sound corn 
and the percentage of germination found in samples having a degree 
of acidity greater than 22 ¢. c. to the amount of sound corn and 
the percentage of germination found in samples showing a degree of 
acidity less than 22 c. ¢. 

TaBLE XIII.—Relation of the percentage of germination and the percentage of sound corn 
to the degree of acidity found in samples above and below 22 c. c. acidity, by grades, for 
a year. 

| Number : 
Grade. | Item of comparison. of pound oe Acidity. 

| samples. ; : 
| 

| Per cent. | Per cent. OG OE 
General average of all samples: .....-..-52..--2--- 218 90.61 44. 40 20.11 

INOS 2 ses een |: Average of samples above 22 c. c. acidity. ........ 63 91.20 28. 23 24.21 
Average of samples below 22 c. c. acidity.........-. 155 90. 60 51.23 18.48 

|(General average of allsamples...................- 731 88.60 48.80 19.63 
IN@)Shso0s0s \) Average of samples above 22 c. c. acidity........-.- 171 87.10 30. 28 24.84 

Average of samples below 22 ¢. c. acidity.......... 546 89.38 54.45 18.00 

General average ofall samples.................-.-. 962 87.72 48.60 19.64 
INON AS 2 oe ; Average of samples above 22 ¢. c. acidity.......... 185 81.25 25.94 27.44 

|\Average of samples below 22 c. c. acidity.......... 744 88.15 538.57 17.70 

General average of allsamples...................- 230 75.20 32.50 22.42 
Sample. ...|{ Average of samples above 22 c. c. acidity.......... 85 53.58 13.60 30.47 

Average of samples below 22 c. c. acidity.......... 133 87.23 44.90 18.00 

Table XIV further establishes the same relationship between the 
percentage of sound corn, the percentage of germination, and the 
degree of acidity. In this table, which represents No. 2, No. 3, 
No. 4, and sample-grade corn, respectively, the samples are grouped 
by months and the amount of sound corn and the percentage of 
germination of samples above and below 22 c. c. acidity is compared. 

This table shows that less sound corn and lower germinative 
power were found in the samples which ranged above 22 ce. c. acidity. 
In the lower grades the decrease is more marked in both the percent- 
age of sound corn and the percentage of germination. In the case 
of No. 2 corn the percentage of sound corn remains quite constant 
whether the sample showed acidity greater or less than 22 ¢. c., but 
the percentage of germination decreases with the increase in degree 
of acidity. The acid test detects deterioration of the germ where 
the eye does not, and it discriminates against the kernels of low ger- 
minative power. 
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TaBLE XIV.—Relation of the percentages of sound corn and of germination of samples 
above 22 c. c. acidity to the same factors of samples below 22 c. c. acidity, by months, 
from December, 1911, to May, 1913, inclusive, for grades Nos. 2, 3, 4, and sample. 

; Grade No. 2 corn. | Grade No.3 corn. | Grade No. 4 corn. Sample grade. 

ee g Average. 8 Average. g Average. g Average. 
Acidity | ‘6, fey Q, 2 

Year and | above | § : S 5 = : = : 
month. |orbelow| $ 6 g g 3 g 5 4 g a F d 

PROS EOS ra 5 3 S i = ; S a 3 S ce 

Fy © | resy. dt ites ba =| SS. tah © =| ss i ey) sg eS 

Shes | 6 | So EeeSs bole ee pS.) Fie 8 |e | Bice = 5 © >) 5 ro) ® cS) 5 5 oD 3) 5 5 o 3) 
Z| nm O <i Zee O =< Zi |e O =o | 24 || te O <q 

Per \ Per Per | Per Per | Per Per | Per 
1911. cent.| cent.| C. ¢c. cent.| cent.| C.c. cent.| cent.| C.c. cent.| cent.| C.¢. 

ee {sbove: RE ae fo ee 1] 91. 2] 58.0) 26.0] 10} 89.1] 62.4] 23.1] 8] 84.4] 45.8] 28.5 
Scli\Belowiel Olesen ine seal name 11| 93.8] 77.3] 19.1] 100] 91.1] 69.4] 19.4] 19] 90.8] 60.4] 19.6 

1912. 
iMpover |e: 10|se oes. 554 eee OIE et ea 3| 87.0] 67.3] 22.9] 1] 51.4] 22.0] 37.4 

January ....|{ Below c's “7 ase pele (es 65] 91.9] 75.3] 17.0] 131] 91.1] 64.3] 17.4| 20] 90.2] 36.6] 18.2 

INGGNOnl! EO Meoscies oodles 1] 95.1] 2.0) 22.2} 1} 89.6] 12.0] 24.2/ 7] 60.6 11.1] 27.5 
February...{ So) SSP) [ae a ee | a 30] 91.3] 59.8] 17.7| 110] 91.6] 47.0] 17.1] 22] 91.2] 20.9] 17.4 

March [avons (hash oe [eee ae RRND (| eee k= ah 1| 76.4] 60.0] 23.0] 5] 54.8] 11.1] 27.2 
doccon Below O|.....|....-|-----| 59] 90.8] 62.0] 16.9] 111| 91.0] 40.9] 17.4] 9] 89.5] 8.2] 19.4 

Dena Vee Qi eze el ae se cle see (0) se ocos Ol Rasa ere 14) 32.0) 5.7) 31.5 
QE OS aes Below 6| 91.6] 63.3] 14.8] 43] 89.3] 54.8] 16.4] 99] 87.2] 45.5] 17.5] 12] 81.8] 31.2] 19.3 

Ma {Abore 1! 91.7/ 20.0] 23.9] 5] 78.6] 24.8] 25.1] 19] 67.3] 18.3] 24.8] 27] 43.6] 11.7] 30.4 
Neabeobon Below .| 38) 89.8] 46.0] 17.3] 112] 86.7] 42.0] 18.1] 59! 82.7] 27.4] 19.4] 16] 72.3] 37.7] 18.8 

Tine (Above 1| 91.7] 12.0] 23.2! 9] 83.7] 28.5] 23.3! 38] 80.7| 24.0] 25.4] 8] 65.1] 10.3] 28.9 
*22°°"-l) Below .| 37) 90.6] 48.3] 16.9] 105] 88.8] 42.2] 18.4] 29] 85.4] 33.9] 19.4]  2| 82.7} 51.0] 16.0 

This vone 25| 90.9] 30.9] 23.8] 32) 86.6] 31.7] 24.5] 30] 79.9] 17.7| 29.81 8] 78.9] 6.5] 33.2 
aeeicce Below .| 34] 90.0] 54. 4] 19.8] 28] 87.5] 53.3] 20.8] 4] 81.6] 44.0] 21.3]  |....-|.-..-|----- 

| erect {Abore 15] 88.8] 30.8] 24.2] 38] 87.8] 27.4] 25.6] 30] 81.8] 24.6] 28.5] 1] 76.5] 28 0} 28.5 
Bue asic Below .| 19| 91.1! 53.9] 20.1] 27] 89.1] 62.3] 20.3} 4] 85.4) 42.0] 21.5] 2! 86.8] 40.0} 21.0 

Above .| 16] 91.7] 23.6] 25.3] 32] 88.5] 25.8] 25.1] 34] 81.1] 22.6] 29.5] 2) 70.0] 18.0] 37.5 
September alee 4| 92.2| 51.5] 20.6 9] 87.6] 52.8] 20.1] 1| 89.3/-.... [Sez vOlese | seam ees 

Ouiane: (apo 3] 91.5] 25.6] 23.4] 38] 87.3] 22.5] 24.5! 13] 77.3] 27.8] 28.21 1] 6.0| 0 | 46.7 
soicel Below | a4 |2s2 |p 5440 19: S|) 23|| 87. 8)06429| 2082/5) 930d -vAsGle1Ge9| ~ Olek lle coeclene se 

aa {Adore 1] 91.8) 8.0] 25.1] 9] 87.3] 33.5] 24.2) 6] 82.4] 20.7] 28.8! 3] 43.4] 16.0] 29 
T--!) Below 4| 90.8] 44.5] 19.5] 34] 92.1] 76.3] 16.7] 91! 91.3] 79.0] 15.4] 30! 90.2] 73.4] 15.9 

Above (| caesar aia 6| 96.2] 77.7| 23.6] 15! 95.1] 80:2] 23.7 9] 76.8] 54.0] 28.5 
December nee 11 96.8/100 | 19.0] 19] 95.1] 85.5] 19.9| 19] 92.5] 77.0| 20.3| J.....|.----|----- 

1913. 
Jenne {2 bows Olea ahaleae: 1] 94.9] 76.0] 23.6} 3] 93.9] 58.7] 22.3] 1] 82.2] 60.0} 25.0 

**--!\Below (CGE ee ate as 23] 95.8| 82.0] 18.5 26] 93.6] 74.7] 19.2] 1] 96.9] 62.0] 16.8 

Above. (| pees |e |e (0) (avenues [eae cecil | Ole ae ale es Ole e2cieeece |e 
February...|{ Solow 0) aes iene nee 19| 95. 4! 83.5] 17.8| 19] 93.6] 75.0] 18.2} 3] 93.9] 52.0] 18.8 

March feces Oleed| eee bees eee neal nee Ol ak sleeesafee Ser 1) 34.6) 24 0) 39.9 
gape a Below (| Reeeeed | eneeie 9G 9310 ae 17.5| 23| 92.5] 78.5| 17.8] 11 91.7| 46.0] 20.1 

April Above . Oi es crest lsc ee eee OR Sass Soe a eee (()) [Rees ate ae fe SNE 3] 64.5] 43 3) 28.2 

Sac Below .| 11] 95.4] 85.4] 14.6] 36! 94.6 = 15.7| 15] 90.3] 69.0] 16.2) 3] 83.2] 45.0) 16.6 

May es Oe eect re (0) Legend S| Le el () tees bs a he ate 2} 0 4.0) 34.8 
Sarees Below .| 41| 94.5] 85.0| 14.8] 24] 91.5] 71.5] 16.0| 7| 87.7/ 60.0] 17.21 1] 83.8] 54.0] 18.0 

Table XV further shows the relation of the degree of acidity of 
corn to the percentage of germination. Although a test of germi- 
native power could never be used in a practical way in grading corn 
commercially, except, possibly, in cases of appeal, its value and 
reliability as a criterion of soundness and quality are, nevertheless, 
generally acknowledged. 
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TABLE XV.—Relation of the degree of acidity to the percentage of germination of samples \ 
of corn which arrived at a terminal market from December, 1911, to May, 1913, inclusive. 

Germination (per cent). 

Jiem. —E—EEE 

| Oto 20. | 21 to 40. | 41 to 60. | 61 to 80. | 81 to 100. 

T. | Q7 eK MTT DCM OL SAIN PLCS = so) a2 eee eee ee eee 419 27 560 696 330 
Wyerare acidity : 3.2... nee bs See eee ee C#es: | 24.5 aie 19.2 | 18.2 16.7 

| 

AC/DITY — C.C. TOTAL NUMBER 
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Fig. 244.—Graphic comparison of the increase in degree of acidity with the decrease in percentage of sound 

kernels found in aise ative samples of corn as received at a principal terminal market from Decem- 

ber, 1911, to August, 1912, inclusive. The individual bars represent the maximum and the minimum 

degrees of acidity found in each grade. The figures on the bars refer to the number of samples ineach 

grade which fell within the acidity ranges of below 22, between 22.1 and 26, between 26. 1 and 30, and 

above 30¢.c. The number just below the bar refers to the average perceniage of oa kernels found 

in the samples which fell within the acidity range designated. 

In the foregoing illustrations and tables the relation of sound corn 

and germination bas been compared with the degree of acidity by 

showing the average percentage of sound corn and average percent- 
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age of germination found in samples with acidity greater than 22 
¢. c. and in samples with acidity less than 22 ¢. ¢. 

Figures 24a and 246 serve the purpose of showing the range in 
the degree of acidity found in each grade, by months. They show, 
further, by months, the number of samples in each grade with a 
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Fig. 24b.—Graphic comparison of the increase in degree ofacidity with the decrease in percentage of sound 

kernels found in representative samples of corn as received at a principal terminal market from Sep- 

tember, 1912, to May, 1913, inclusive. The individual bars represent the maximum and the minimum 

degrees of acidity found in each grade. The figures on the bars refer to the number of samples in each 

grade which fell within the acidity ranges of below 22, between 22.1 and 26, between 26.1 and 30, and 

above 30 ec. c. The number just below the bar refers to the average percentage of sound kernels found 

in the samples which fell within the acidity range designated. 

degree of acidity below 22, between 22.1 and 26, between 26.1 and 
30, and above 30 ¢. ¢., and also the average percentage of sound 
corn Gneluding sound broken kernels) found in the samples which 
fell within whees ranges in degree of acidity. Attention is called in 
these figures to the low percentage of sound corn found in samples 
within the higher ranges of acidity, to the small range in the degree 
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of acidity found in samples of the high grades compared with the 
ereater range in degree of acidity of samples in the lower grades, 
and also to the uniform low degree of acidity of the corn marketed 
in 1913 as compared to the acidity of the 1912 receipts (crop of 1911). 
Table XVI represents a summary of figures 24a and 246. 

TasLeE XVI.—Samples of corn analyzed for acidity at a principal terminal market from 
December, 1911, to May, 1913, inclusive, showing the average percentage of sownd corn 
and the percentage of the total number of samples falling within stated acidity ranges. 

Range of acidity (c. c.). 
Samples. 

Below 22. | 22.1 to 26. | 26.1 to 30. | Above30. 

INumiber‘of samiplesh.e oa ae ee eee eee 1,909 314 142 87 
Percentage of total number of samples.._...........------ 77.9 12.8 5.8 3.9 
Average percentage of sound corn found in samples - - - -- 92.9 88.0 84.4 57.9 

RELATION OF COMMERCIAL GRADES TO DAMAGED KERNELS. 

By comparing the degree of acidity found in samples with the per- 
centage of damaged kernels found in the same samples by critical 
mechanical analysis it will be seen that the acid test is a factor in the 
commercial grading of corn. This fact is clearly brought out in 
Tables XVII, XVIII, and XIX, and in figures 25 to 33, covermg 
samples representing approximately 2,500 cars received at a principal 
terminal market. 

Table XVII shows the results of acid tests and mechanical analyses 
for damaged kernels made with samples representing grades No. 2, 
No. 3, No. 4, and sample, respectively. Attention 1s called to the in- 
crease in the percentage of damaged kernels with the increase in the 
range of degree of acidity in each grade, and to the uniformly low 
percentage of damaged kernels found in samples which showed a de- 
eree of acidity below 22 c. c., irrespective of the grade. 

Taste XVII.—Samples of corn analyzed for acidity, showing the percentage which fell 
within stated ranges, the average heat damage, and the average damage other than from 
heat of samples in each range. 

Total samples. | Average Heat-damaged samples. 
damage 

Samples and acidity range. oer Average 
Number. | Per cent. | heat (per | Number. | Per cent. (per 

cent). cent). 

No. 2 corn: 
Below 22:06 sk see ae ee eee 209 Uilell 4.82 2 0.95 2.0 
IBeLWweens22s am di2GiCiiCass ses eee 56 20.6 4.90 OR Dewees Ana tse S 
iIBetweeni26-lsand S0iCNiCre eee eeeree 5 1.9 6. 13 OUR ss SS | eee 
MboviersOICONGee se eek coon ne eee 0 (0 eli Ace eae |S = 2 Ss al ied 5 ieee ed ee eee 

No. 3 corn: 
Belo wi22 CRC eee ee eee 794 79.6 5.9 if 14 10.2 
Between 22.cand)26:0nChs: eee eee 131 14.8 7.37 Oe eae eee 
Between 26.1 and 30'¢. G:---.---2-.---2 44 4.9 8.72 0] eae | even er 
ATWO VE SO CC r aceon cere eee ee eee 6 . 67 13. 47 Oi eee eee cree 

No. 4 corn: 
IBELO W210 SC there ees eee ener 853 81.0 5.31 30 Des 
Between 22.lan dy 20¥en@ases-- ee see 95 9. 05 12.04 1 1.05 6. 45 
Between-26.1 and 30ic) Cate es neee 65 Gail 17. 57 3 4.61 19.0 
INDOVE SOIC RCLEE Ets Wee ee REET 40 3.81 18. 52 COE Resear | Be aS 

Sample grade: 
BELOW 22'CS CEE Boe oe ee eee Teepe 141 58.3 5.21 6 4,25 17.9 
iBetween 22 land 261CHCL asset see eee 37 15.4 10. 66 11 29.7 26.9 
Between!26.1 and 30\eres e222. eee 23 9.6 10.91 iy) 52.17 36.9 
HAI OWE OU IC pCete eck Se Pee ea 4] Us 7/c 14. 94 28 68. 29 72.4 
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The results of the analyses of samples given in Table XVIIT show 
that the degree of acidity of corn increases with the percentage of 
damaged kernels. Attention is called to the fact that of the samples 
showing a low percentage of damaged kernels a very small percentage 
is found in the higher ranges of acidity, while of the samples showing 
a high percentage of damaged kernels a large percentage is high in 
degree of acidity. 

TaBLe XVIII.—Relation of degree of acidity to the percentage of damaged kernels (exclu- 
sive of heat damaged) in samples of corn, as received at a terminal market from April 1, 
1912, to October 31, 1912, inclusive. 

: Damaged ker- | Damaged ker- 
Damascdsnele No.| “nels of No. 4 | nels of sample- 

Wes corn samples. grade corn. 

Damaged ker- 
nels of No. 2 
corn samples. 

Samples. With | With | With | with | with | with | with | With | With 
less more less |between| more less more less more 

than 5 | than5 } than5 | 5 and |than10/ than 10] than 10| than 10| than 10 
per per per 10 per per per per per per 

cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. 

Below 22 c. ce. acidity, per 
Centimeter eran. 69.9 71.0 76.2 | 67.8 60.8 tai 36.6 | 85.0 23.0 

Above 22 c. c. acidity, per 
Gera EA Ses ee ee eran 30.1 29.0 23.8 | 32.2 39. 2 22.9 63.4 | 15.0 77.0 

Gailliaeterts Coat ae cone Dees 0 3.2 1.5 2.8 7.0 7.2 27.9 5.0 44.5 
Above 32 c. c. acidity, per 

(EIA RNa taeeen:, TIN Aline Gaal ok 0 1.0 0 0 2.1 6 13.1 5.0 31.1 
Average of damaged kernels, 

WETACC Tbe ee eats Seas 3.13 8.03 3.6 fo22 | 13.87 6.12 Don 5.79 27.1 
Average acidity, cubic centi- 

THE TELS eee oe Te 19.8 20.2 19.6 | 20.6 21.4 19.8 26.1} 19.4 26.1 
Number of samples........-. 126 93 130 242 143 166 197 20 74 

Figure 25 summarizes by grades the general relationship that the 
percentage of damaged kernels bears to the range in the degree of 
acidity of corn arriving at a principal terminal market. The rela- 
tionship of the moisture content to these factors 1s also shown. 

To summarize in words, it may be said that corn arriving at ter- 
minal markets from country points decreases in moisture content 
with the advance of the season from harvest to harvest, and likewise 
there is an increase of damaged kernels and a corresponding increase 
in degree of acidity, the increase in damaged kernels being due to the 
deterioration that takes place in the corn while in the crib or in the 
country elevator, primarily as a result of excessive moisture. 

Figures 26 and 27 summarize by grades and by combination of all 
grades the general relationship that the degree of acidity bears to the 
percentage of damaged kernels found in samples of corn arriving at 
a principal terminal market. The relationship of the moisture con- 
tent and percentage of germination to these factors is also shown. 
By these curves all factors which determine the quality, soundness, 
and condition of corn may be compared with the commercial grading 
of corn arriving at a principal terminal market. 
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Fic. 25.—Curves sk owing the relation of the percentages of moisture and of cob-rotten kernels to the degree 

of acidity in samples of No. 2, No. 3, No. 4, and sample-grade corn as received at a principal terminal 
market (C). 
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS. 

The percentage of moisture in corn is and should be the primary 
factor in commercial grading. This is due to the fact that the quality 
of corn from the standpoint of storage and transportation is directly 
dependent upon the moisture content above certain limits. From 
the time of harvest 
until spring (usually 
Aprilor May, depend- 
ing upon the season 
and section of the 
country) the corn ar- 
rives at terminal mar- 
kets with an exces- 
sive. percentage of 
moisture. But after 
a certain time in the 
year the great bulk 
of the corn arriving 
at terminal markets 
is without excessive 
percentage of moist- 
ure and the moisture 
content ceases to be 
a factor in the grad- 
ing. Quality and 
soundness, or the 
percentage of dam- 
aged kernels, then 
become the primary 
factors in determin- 
ing the grade. 

The degree of acid- 
ity of corn, a factor 
heretofore never used 
in commercial grad- 
ing, is nevertheless 
found to be in direct 
relation to the degree 
of quality and sound- 
ness as apphed to 
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Fig. 26.—Curves showing the relation of the degree of acidity and 

the percentages of germination and of moisture to the range in 

percentage of damaged kernels as found in samples representing 

No. 2, No. 3, No. 4, and sample-grade corn arriving at a principal 

terminal market (C) from December, 1911, to November, 1912, 

inclusive. 

the commercial grades in connection with the range in percentage of 
damaged kernels found in corn arriving at terminal markets, as shown 
in figure 28. 

The degree of acidity of corn should not necessarily be considered 
a measure of the percentage of individual kernels that are visibly 
damaged. It is the soundness and quality of the corn which is indi- 
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cated by the acidity test, and the results of this investigation suggest 
the acidity test as a method to be used in determining accurately the 
Ss 

upon test a degree of acidity of 15 c¢. c. 

GERMINATION AND MOISTURE PERCENT AND AC/D/TY C.C, 

oundness and quality of corn. 

Let us consider, for example, that a sample of seed corn showed 
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(average of all grades) arriving at a principal terminal market 

(C) from December, 1911, to November, 1912, inclusive. 

This represents approxi- 
mately the acidity of 
the average corn se- 
lected for seed. Now, 
let us consider that a 
sample of corn con- 
sisting entirely of cob- 
rotten or otherwise 
damaged kernels 
showed upon test a 
degree of acidity of 
45 c. c. This repre- 
sents the degree of 
acidity of corn selected 
by the Office of Grain 
Standardization as be- 
ing most typical of 
damaged kernels 
found in commercial 
corn arriving at termi- 
nal markets through- 
outthecountry. Sup- 
pose the two samples 
be mixed in the pro- 
portion of 90 per cent 
seed corn and 10 per 
cent damaged corn. 
The degree of acidity 
of this sample would 
be theoretically 90 per 
cent of 15 c. c. plus 
10 per cent of 45 c.c¢., 
orl8c.c. This would 
stamp the sample as 
being commercially 
sound corn. 

Let us consider fur- 
ther a sample of average sound corn as determined by mechanical 
separations of samples from several thousand cars of corn arriving 
at terminal markets. The acidity of such corn is shown by this 
investigation to be approximately 19.5 ¢. ¢. If a sample be 
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made consisting of 90 per cent of this sound corn and 10 per 
cent of the damaged corn showing an acidity of 45 c.c., the sample so 
prepared would show theoretically a degree of acidity of 22.05 (90 
per cent of 19.5 c. c. plus 10 per cent of 45 c.¢.). This sample would 
be stamped as being ‘‘unsound corn” according to the acid test. The 
percentage of damaged kernels may vary considerably in corn 
regarded as sound by GRADE 

the acid test. This is N22 N23 Ne 4 S.G. 
dependent upon the vs 
degree of soundness or 
quality of the kernels 42 
judged by the eye as 
being not damaged. 

As a result of this 
investigation, 22 c. c. 
is recommended as ap- 
proximately express- 
ing the maximum de- 
gree of acidity found 
to be contained in corn 
considered commer- 
cially sound. Corn 
showing a degree of 
acidity exceeding 22 
c. c. indicates the de- 
velopment of excessive 
acidity through the de- 
terloration of the germ, 
and is discriminated 
against as being of 
poorer quality than 
corn showing a degree 
of acidity less than 
22°C. .¢. 4 

In the deter mination Fic. 28.—Curves showing the increase in the degree of acidity of 
of soundness and qu al- samples of corn from the high to the low grades where there is also 

a corresponding increase in percentage of damaged kernels and 
ity of corn by means of decrease in percentage of germination, as found to represent ap- 
th 1 a+ 5 proximately 900 cars of corn received at a principal terminal 

: acid test, 1t Is the market (C) throughout a year, all of which corn contained less 
large bulk of the corn than 16 per cent of moisture and was graded according to quality 

mmichinmusi be Comsid= i. 1 
ered rather than the 10 or 15 per cent of damaged kernels which the 
sample under analysis may contain. The acid test measures defi- 
nitely the quality and soundness of the 85 or 90 per cent of the so- 
called ‘‘sound kernels,” as recognized by the analyst or inspector in 
his determination of 10 or 15 per cent of damaged kernels by means 
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ofa mechanical analysis. Directed only by his judgment in a mechan- 
ical separation of ‘‘damaged kernels” from ‘‘sound kernels’’ in any 
given sample, the analyst is entirely without means of expressing in 
any standard way the quality and soundness of the sample as a 
whole. He is, furthermore, entirely without means of confirming 

his judgment or opinion in his discrimination between sound and 
damaged kernels by any standard test or criterion. 

The results of these corn-acidity investigations indicate that the acid 
test is such a criterion, and it is offered as an aid to any analyst or 
inspector who desires to determine in a uniform, standard, and scien- 
tific way the quality and soundness of corn. 

In order to classify corn as to quality and soundness by means of 
the acid test, it is necessary to fix certain limits in the degree of 
acidity, above which limits the corn may be said to be unsound as 
compared to corn below such limits. It is only in a general, broad 
way that these limits are suggested. Corn which is to the eye 
unquestionably of poor quality and unsound shows invariably a high 
degree of acidity between limits of 30 and 50 c. c. Corn showing 
above 50 c. c. in degree of acidity is in a very advanced stage of 
deterioration, and its quality does not need to be tested in any other 
way than by inspection. 

As a result of these and other investigations of the acidity of corn 
in this country + and abroad, a limit of 30 c. ¢. seems most appro- 
priate in discriminating against wholly bad or unsound corn. Any 
corn with a degree of acidity more than 30 ¢. ¢. is unquestionably 
unsound and of very poor quality. 

Of samples representing approximately 2,450 cars of corn received 
at a principal terminal market from December, 1911, to May, 1913, 
inclusive, 87 were found to have a degree of acidity greater than 
30 c.c. The results of analyses, together with the commercial grade 
and the remarks of the inspector who graded the samples, are shown 
in Table XIX. 

TaBLE XIX.—Quality and condition of corn which showed a degree of acidity greater 
than 30 c. c., as found in representative samples at a principal terminal market. 

Labo- | = sal | Heat | Ger-| , <4 | 
ratory | Month. Grade. Bae | ge dam- |mina-| aoe Inspector’s remarks. 
No. | Cee aged. | tion. | HOY: 

Per Per Per | Per 
cent. | cent. | cent. | cent.| C.c. | 

38496.| July......- Hts abe tet Be 13.0 | 4.00 8 | 30.1 | Too much damage. 
38665 |. ---= doz=a= Se ae 14.7 | 22.60! 0 2130-3 
38498 |_---- Oe Sample .| 15.2] 0 15.10 ! 4 | 37.6 | Subject; heating. 
38520 |... .- dO: CE =GOR. =4|2 005: (ealetls OOS 0 6 | 33.0 | Heating; one end hot. 
alsepIl | See does se EG (yee We Gs | oe | 0 2| 35.7 | Heating. 
88572 | =< ido = se: A OPS 5s A145 Ga) 1 Bet c8 0 | 33.4 | Slightly heating. 
38619 |____- dozen |. GOs2 2 le 4585/05 850 0 0 | 32.8 | Heating. 
Bhi fey ee ae do. ce ey do.. 14.4 | 44.00] 0 0} 41.5 Do. 
38495 |_ =... doi ie: ea 14.0} 15.65} 0 | 0 | 38.7 | Subject; too much damage for 3. 

1 Black, O. F., and Alsberg, C. L. The determination of the deterioration of maize, with incidental 
reference to pellagra. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Plant Industry Bulletin 199, 36 p., 1910. 
Bee anion of terms: Subject=grade subject to change upon reinspection; mahogany—badly heat 
amaged. 
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TaBLe XIX.—Quality and condition of corn which showed a degree of acidity greater than 
30 ¢. ¢., as found in representative samples at a principal terminal market—Contd. 

Labo- . Heat | Ger- Ac 
ratory | Month. Grade. os Gob dam- |mina- aa Inspector’s remarks. 
No. ee * | aged. | tion. Y 

Per Per JEG A JEEP 
Cent \cent. || Cent. \-cente || Cac: 

38497 | July....- -- Ale eae Pe 14.6 | 17.00] O 16 | 31.4 | Subject; damaged and musty. 
38500 |-.---- see os AEA aN Be T5SON 27250) |. (0 4 | 38.3 
GOOLE | Beane doses de eA re EN PEO) (0) 10 | 32.3 | Too much damage for 3. 
380267 |Pes et COS5a56 Ae Ae ea 1Seoul eOs4oN 14) 321 Do. 
Sebi. |Iseaee CWscase Ada aaa S | 125,85. 0 2 | 32.9 Do. 
S8022) ears dossier Aves Hye ces Seoul 24500) 5.0 2 | 34.4 | Damaged and musty. 
38662 |... .- COsgeq5 Le a Meee aa L72300) 0 8 | 32.0 
38689 |..-.- dozeee Ue mene aes 13.6 | 14.40] 0 | 8 | 33.9 
OSTAIA Ree dosee:2 aie e Apb hie a2 LOZ. 0 2 | 35.2 | Too much damage for 3. 
St lecaee do! as AiR TAO 2410) |e Ohne ayes falnsons 
SoC) Weaeee dona Aer saanr 4 or 26525 0 PRIA OVAL 
38977 | August....- Se aGet aes 13.6 | 16.50) 0 0 | 32.2 | Too much damage. 
38998 |..--- ORs ..56 aU eb mae TO) | GO es SSE 35.0 Do. 
Btotoll te) Iles sae COs dgae OU ee ag Me) lina > OS Ween a 35.5 | Too much damage for 3; subject. 
38855 2-2. - (OG ge Ue aca 15.4 | 24.30] 0 34 | 31.5 | Damaged and musty. 
Biststate) |lacoae CWacaaae CA ae ies 13.0 | 25.80] 0 8) |) 35: 2 
OSSOL |= see COwdacie Atel tee ee 1A ON NO). sl) 0 — JbS see 30.5 | Too much damage for 3. 
Sti Ileboae dots: Ce oe cee Ue ey | ealey “e|| G2 e3le3 Do. 
38902 |....- does Ait Saas Re 202°) 10:50) "0 4 | 33.2 Do. 
38926 |_:.-- doe aee CW tx ote 1329) a70an]) 10 DOV Pole Do. 
BH lee aoe GOneos.. Gia Stet UB) lsKetn |) 10) 38 | 31.6 Do. 
38979 |....- COssone Aisa a HSC, |p OAL) ee eee 34.2 
39064 | September-.| 4......-- UBS UO) <0) i 2320 hoki, Do. 
POO sess Ose 2s AI eas 13.4 | 14.00} 0 i LS airs 50 Do. 
SI05 (ene donee Ae aes 13.4 | 26.50 | 0 14 | 42.3 | Dirty and musty. 
39069h eee CWcecue ART fe 14.2 | 35.00} 0 20 | 39.5 | Too much damage for 3. 
39096 |... - ClOmeeae fA aa er IG abner) 4 | 30.8 Do. 
OOS | Pee GORaeee APS ae eee 135m |-29.70 i) 0 6 | 43.3 | Dirty and musty. 
BOISIe Eee LO ae ett PS 22008) 0 10 | 30.6 | Too much damage for 3. 
SUIS 27 aes doses At era U3 || Loason| 30 4 | 35.0 | Subject; too much damage for 3. 
aS EY |e oee Glheaec rae 143°) L075.) 0 18 | 30.3 | Too much damage for 3. 
SOS (alee ee Gores A a yee UES 0) 0) 2 | 30.7 Do. 
SILOZA Ee dosee22 Cae ae a es SSS LO S35 10 36 | 32.2 Do. 
39163 |....- OCWsscce Cae eo Sala ee 254.0 6 | 32.8 | Subject; too much damage for 3. 
390287 |-- -- Gomeaee Sample TSAOM | 22530: ose ae 14 | 36.4 | Bottom mahogany. 
SOMA ee Goeeers: ado 12.6 | 26.75 | 0 22 | 37.6 | Damaged and dirty. 
SOLO Octobereoa|42222eee- aE SS Oo esa oe 34.9 
39192) 222-2 donee Ape elt ae as a Bl) ett) |leaaeone 2 | 37.8 | Too much damage for 3. 
392037 ae donee ss Ameen Sree Ws), CES lca cese 32 | 36. 7 Do. 
SOM2 a See dose Sample IBY) (ee et Se sy ees 2 46.7 | Badly damaged. 
39368 | November -| 4..------ DS GM 26550) seer 4 | 38.0 | Too much damage for 3. 
SBE) Loe ee Ofreees (apy es a 13s e) |) Meni) |S aoaeee 16 | 30.7 Do. 
39409 |._..- CO sos ee Sample 12.2 | 27.05 | 48.80 10 | 33.8 | Badly damaged. 
35336 | December..|...do....| 23.0 | 34.05 | 0 32 | 52.0 | Rotten end half. 
BOSTON ed alae | Ae ae 20.0} 6.70] 0 72 | 32.4 | Damp and damaged. 
SOGYF looses OWiaeas Sample 26234\2.0 42. 40 22 | 37.4 | Wet, hot. 
36240 | February - -|...do Bex Ol @ 95. 70 0 | 42.6 | Germination wet. 
36684 | March...--- do 26.9] 0 86. 80 0 | 34.4 | Badly damaged. 
37406 | April... do PE |} 0) 97.60 Queso ale | MELO tes 
37504 |....- COseece do 20.0] O 71. 80 0 | 37.7 Do. 
37505 |...-- C@ssse6 do Passi {hi (0) 98. 70 0 | 32.9 Do. 
37506 |...-- doses do 24.1] 0 99.00 0 | 52.0 Do. 
SAL eee domese: do 16.2] 0 94.15 0 | 39.8 | Heated, sour, and mahogany. 
Bee lo sese donee: do 16.8 | 89.50] O 2 | 39.8 | Subject; soft, badly damaged, sour. 
BUBB Wee oas COs see do 14 on | O 53.75 6 | 33.1 | Soft, badly damaged, sour. 
SMOS2e MUA Viem ores do 19.0 | 68.80 | 0 12 | 42.4 | Subject; soft. 
MOOD al ese Cho aeae do PALS | ae ee 98.75 0 | 44.3 | Hot. 
SiG5O5| Bees dopeeas do 20.0 | 34.50] 0 0 | 31.9 Do. 
SATs ee CW sees do GeO) dean eens 74. 65 6 | 40.3 Do. 
37764 |_.--- dos: do Seay eee 97. 40 0 | 37.4 Do. 
DU) ISosac GOssace do 20); 0) lSsesoas 95.15 0 | 43.1 | Subject; too much damage for 3. 
BO) Neseoe COos soos do 1 a Ue es ees ae SON SOR epee 37.5 | Hot. 
BRA | Raase CWscese do Se Gnlisees oa Gon 20) Peae ae 39.0 Do. 
37905 |....- dona do ALAS) dese eee 77.65 P| Biase) Do. 
BCS |osoes GOSeose do PVG Wesscess 63.00 BM BES Tf Do. 
SSL Sor |iNesaa= 2. A eer L5H ASHP 22295 1, 0 2 | 32.5 | Damaged and musty. 
38426 |...-- doses Cis eae i TAS Gel 13s55" 0. 8 | 31.0 | Too much damage for 3. 
OSl22 eae dopears Sample 14.6 | 538.75 | 0 8 | 31.4 | Badly damaged; mahogany. 
BH) ose dota so eOOs. Werle peers 47.25 2 | 30.8 | Badly damaged and musty. 
38304 |... -- Gomer |S- doe 15.9 | 19.70 | 12.00 35 | 30.3 | Heating. 
BIH We ee COn sg gee done TOA lialloy jalona PF || Bi 6) Do. 
39711 | December dor: 20.4 | 0 54.10 22 | 47.7 | Hot. 
SIS e eee CWn as ee do.. SPA ale Soc oe CES OO ecosce 38.0 | Subject; hot. 
40535 | March...... Ed Oe eee sae 6o5407 eee eee 24 | 39.9 
40870 | April... “do. 2253) |Se00) sees eee 20 | 34.6 
41119 | May....... GOSS Reese | Stet lseeern es 4 | 31.6 
GULP ae dors aey CLO E See Rec eed ney eee 4 | 38.0 
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Assuming that 30 c. c. correctly discriminates in a general way 
between good and bad corn, it becomes necessary, in order to make 
the acid test a test of value, to establish limits below 30 ec. c. which 
will relatively classify the good corn according to its degree of quality 
and soundness. 

Results of corn-acidity investigations show that theoretically 
quality and soundness vary directly in proportion to the degree of 
acidity of the corn. All corn shows acidity of a certain degree. 

The minimum degree of 
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL SAMPLES Se uy “ : 

010 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 acidity is represented in 

the corn at the time of 
harvest, and is found to 
vary between the limits of 
9 or 10 and 15 or l6¢. ¢., 
having never been found 
to exceed 20 c. c. 

Covering a period of 
three years, approximately 
10,000 samples were tested 
for degree of acidity. 
These samples included 
seed corn as well as corn 
from the harvest field, corn 

as stored on the farm and 
as found through all stages 
of commercial handling, 
including transportation 
and storage, and showed 
ranges in the degree of 
acidity from 9 to 10 c. ¢. 
to over 100 c. c. Of the 
corn arriving at terminal 

Fig. 29.—Curve showing the percentage of samples of corn markets throughout -the 

tested for degree of acidity which fell below 15, below 16, 

below 17, and so on up to and including 32 c.c.,representing COUNITY, between 75 and 
approximately 8,000 cars received at four principal termi- SO per cent of the cars as 

oe sampled showed acidity 
below 22 c. ¢., about 90 per cent was below 26 c. c., and approxi- 
mately 4 or 5 per cent was above 30c¢.c. (Figs. 29 and 30.) 

From the results of mechanical analyses of samples representing 
cars arriving at terminal markets (fig. 21) the average degree of 
acidity of the separations shows as follows: 

AECLO/7 F = CC, 

&. 

C. €. 

Sound kernels... 20.2... 32 222-22 oS Ae a eee 19.5 

Broken kernels «2222240 .t2ssse2 Bae Gee eee 22.5 

Damaged kernels, exclusive of heat damage....-......----------- 41.2 
Slightly heat-damaged kernels: _- 2: .2: 2225. 22a se == 41.8 
Badly heat-damaged: kemels:. 2: ...2so3523- Sage eee 90. 8 
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The monthly average acidity of corn considered damaged and the 

monthly average acidity of corn considered sound, as separated from 

samples representing approximately 3,000 cars received at a terminal 

market, compare with the relation of the degree of acidity of corn to 
its general appearance. (Fig. 31.) It will be seen that the corn 

appearing sound to the eye was uniformly low in degree of acidity, 

exceeding the limit PER CENT OF TOTAL SAMPLES. 

of DD Cc Cc only SELOW O 10, 20° (30) 420) 50.) 60) 70780 90 100 

slightly in one of the = ie ee eee) 
months. Attention Se: 

is also called to the 30 ~ | 

increase of acidity in | 

both the sound and Ga | / 

damaged corn 28 fetes fee 

through the summer 
months, until the ar- 
rival upon the mar- 26|—+ 
ket of the new crop. 

Of 127 samples of 
corn selected for 

seed, only three 
showed a degree of 
acidity above 22 ¢.c¢., 
and these samples 2/ 
showed evidence of 

deteriorationthrough 
their low germina- 19 
tive power. (Fig. ce 
10.) ee 

With a knowledge 17 
of the fact that as a 

corn deteriorates the Ey 

degree of acidity in- AS eae 

creases and from the re. 30.—curves showing the percentage of samples of corn in each 
results of investiga- commercial grade tested for degree ot acidity which fell below 15, 

below 16. below 17 and so on up to and including 32 ¢. c., repre- 

tions as described in senting approximately 2,500 cars received at a principal terminal 

the preceding para- market from December, 1911, to May, 1913. inclusive. 

graphs, it is believed that 22 c. c. most closely denotes the first stages 
in deterioration and that any corn showing a degree of acidity greater 
than 22 ¢. c. is, by comparison, of lower quality and lacking in nor- 
mal qualities of soundness which it at one time possessed. 
From the theoretical standpoint it is undoubtedly true that corn 

with a degree of acidity of 15 c. c. more closely approximates ideal 
quality and soundness than corn with an acidity of 20 c.c. It has 
been the aim, however, in fixing the initial limit at 22 c. c. to choose 

N ts 

AC/DITK - CC. 

N) ) T 
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a limit which would be practical from the standpoint of commercial 
grading. In the same sense that corn with an acidity of 20 ¢. ¢. is of 

poorer quality than corn with an acidity of 15 c. ¢., an acidity of 27 
c. ¢. denotes poorer quality and a further advance toward wholly 
bad corn than an acidity of 25 ¢. e. 

In the commercial classifying of corn according to quality and 
soundness by means of the acid test, this investigation would recom- 

mend but one limit 

Fat BT PTE ET ee ee CU OEH TH asta ti 
fs 22 and 30 c. c., and 
58 that it be placed at 

26° e=:6. 

The results of this 
investigation show 
that corn with a de- 
gree of acidity below 
22 c. c. is normally 
sound and of first- 
class quality from 
the commercial 
standpoint; that 
corn with a degree 
of acidity between 
22 and 26 ¢. ¢. is in- 
ferior in quality and 
soundness, due to de- 
terioration of the 
germ; that corn with 
a degree of acidity 
between 26 and 30 
c. c. has deteriorated 
sufficiently to becon- 
sidered unsound; 
and that corn with a 
degree of acidity 
greater than 30 ¢. ¢. 

Fic. 31.—Curves comparing the monthly average degree of acidity E 

of sound corn with the monthly average degree of acidity of 1s badly damaged 

damaged corn as determined by mechanical analyses of corn and of a very low 

arriving at a principal terminal market. 
quality. It must be 

remembered in the application of the acid test that the sample as a 
whole must be considered and not individual kernels. 

The question will perhaps arise in the minds of some why the 
degree of acidity of corn was taken as the one important chemical 
factor in establishing its condition or quality. The answer to this 
question will be found in carefully studying Table XX, comparing 
the change in the different factors throughout the experiment. This 
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table represents the chemical analysis of a car of corn sampled at 
various intervals from April 10 to June 26, inclusive, while it was 
standing on the track at Baltimore. The corn was allowed to heat 
and go out of condition. For acomparison of the acidity, temperature, 
and germination during the storage period, see figure 13 (p. 15), 
which shows that on April 26 the corn was in a badly damaged 
condition. 

TABLE X X.—Chemical analyses at different stages of deterioration of corn used in a feeding 
test. 

[The results in columns marked with an asterisk (*) are calculated on a moisture-free basis.] 

} 
x | | 

as x, Sun (cre 
3 I sere eae) WY eg | E 

: : $ Snel anes Z a ae : 3 
Date, 1912. S § yO PREP Ses nN ora) Seed Se ey A eel ge! | eed Ve pelneg Lei ign 8 obama s 

eee) cee Ie S|, Se | ail ecee ley al 5) lie no) sol onal 
3 ic} an ~ m4 = ® a 5 q 3) 5) 
4 eee <tenil| 4 PaO Cea rte |e Ss eS iS) 

April: IP Gin IES GB E56 in| Jeo Gin |\dxn Geen IPs Gis (TPG | Uae (GI Cae, \|/2. Ge 
Oe ees eae ceete aac 63083 8.99 | 1.44 | 4.52 | 10.23 | 2.54 | 6.29 | 0.15 | 1.40 | 73.43 | 21.3 57.0 
Ee Combencacaeraee 63084 | 9.72 | 1.46 | 3.98 | 9.69} 2.64 | 6.42] .23 | 1.25 | 74.33 |] 21.9] 55.4 
OUR eeepeeisekemisicineye 68085) |) (9567 |) 1. 40 | 4. 35 | 10. 20 | 2.58) 6.70.) ..24 || 1.16:) 73.35 | 24.3} 53.1 
IO satoes gaa caseunae 63086 | 9.98 | 1.39 | 4.50 | 10.14 | 2.27 | 5.94 23 | 1.29 | 74.24 | 22.7] 58.9 
Me eS oemtqob es coloaoe 63181 | 10.40 | 1.48 | 4.58 | 10.39 | 2.30 | 6.34 22 | 1.23 | 73.46] 19.6) 40.2 
Ms So CaeS an Ae asUee 63182 | 10.30 | 1.44 | 4.33 | 9.51 | 2.12 | 5.95) .20]| 1.17 | 75.28} 20.9] 61.3 
Oates eee aE 63183 | 10.31 | 1.49 | 4.36 | 9.97 | 2.37 | 6.45 07 | 1.38 | 73.91 | 20.3 | 56.9 
PAD ORR A Soe ESSE 63254 | 9.40] 1.43 | 4.45} 9.87 | 2.48] 6.78 | .34] .95 | 73.70] 19.0] 33.1 
OMA aia Suk Mays 63255 | 10.20 | 1.41 | 4.49 | 9.50 | 2. 42 | 6.54 26 | 1.12 | 74.26] 19.4] 59.2 
ZO ee a he es eae 63256 | 10. 42 | 1.52 | 4.34 9.52 | 2.34 | 6.64 322) 1.17 || 74.255 1956 | ‘6053 
DIAS AN siahe s eee 63689 | 10.54 | 1.42 | 4.05 Os 2530n| 0.10 . 30 SN 6 WA ay 7 38. 0 
Pll Fe ee eds a tree 63690 | 10. 45 | 1.44 | 4.36 9.64 | 2.22 | 5.88 . 24 | 1.36 | 74.86 | 21.0 52.5 

Ni QTE Sa Le ey a 63691 | 11.06 } 1.47 | 4.38 | 9.59 | 2,24 | 6.12 27 | 1.34 | 74.59 | 20.5) 51.7 
ay 
Lae REIS eae eae a 63825 | 10.12 | 1.52 | 3.89 | 10.05 | 2.29 | 5.59 | .48 40 | 75.78 | 36.9] 11.3 
IDR pee ree Stata ie a 63830 | 10.83 | 1.49 | 4.31 ON SIE 2 5220 (105.80 -10 | 1.20 | 75.02 | 24.0] 65.0 
Lease, Sena rok ps es 63831 | 11.20 | 1.51 | 3.91 | 10.38 | 2.33 | 6.09 -26 | 1.09 | 74.43 | 24.1 54.0 
A a en eee 63832 | 11.32 | 1.45 | 8.59 | 9.87 | 2. 76 | 6.53 16 | 1.24 | 74.40] 21.0] 54.1 
BD tere AIS iaee are ote 63833 | 10.68 | 1.47 | 4.35 | 10.01 | 2. 41 | 6.37 . 24 | 1.10 | 74.05 | 26. 4 44.8 
AR eis clleiea nod, = 63924 | 10.30 | 1.35 | 4.56 | 9.97 | 2.37 | 6.35 sid 98 | 74.25 | 26.3 42.4 

AN QUASS Beier Ais eat St 63923 9.87 | 1.45 | 4.15 | 10.13 | 2.20 | 6. 27 23 90 | 74. 67 | 29.5 18.9 
lO eee ta ee Oe eee 64592 | 10.74 | 1.32 | 4.34 | 10.02 | 2.49 | 6.98 40 39 | 74.06 | 36.5 10.8 
dL Se ae ge edu kie od 64591 | 10.75 | 1.47 | 4.04 | 10.02 | 2.66 | 7. 23 57 17 | 73. 84 | 42.4 3.4 
2) Ses tns SEER TAS 65113 | 11.29 | 1.47 | 4.02 | 10.29 | 2.51 | 7.06 47 17 | 74.01 | 41.7 0 
DASA eh ea ae Sate 65114 | 11.35 | 1.44 | 4.18 | 10.50 | 2.49 | 7.389] .49 19 | 73. 32 | 44.0 0 
DO eee Nees ephe eae 65191 9.20 | 1.40 | 4. 24 | 10.25 | 2.53 | 6.39 39 06 | 74.74 | 40.8 0 
OA a aes Sts Se. 65192 | 8.67 | 1.42 | 3.87 | 10.40 | 2. 46 | 6.02 35 08 | 75. 40 | 46.0 0 
DO ey ie reas, Me soe 65209 | 9.84 ] 1.41 | 3.7 10.53 } 2.53 | 6.25 26 | 0 75. 47 | 45.2 0 
OR Epis iP i) ines 2 vz 65210 | 9.82 | 1.36 | 4.15 | 10.32 | 2.63 | 6.33 47 10 | 74. 64 | 44.6 0 
OE epee a ei BARE 66341 9.59 | 1.45 | 8.96 | 10.30 | 2.58 | 6.5 42 32 | 74.47 | 47.6 4.4 
OUR ec aN ee 65342 | 9.98 | 1.49 | 3.96 | 9.72 | 3.69 | 6.56 46 O08 | 74.04 | 44.4 0 
Gl aersine Seo eee ae 65346 | 10.40 | 1.50 | 3.83 | 9.98 | 2.51 | €.58 22 42 | 74.96 | 37.5 7.8 

: ORE senshi nef 65347 | 10.15 | 1.47 | 4.06 | 10.57 | 2.36 | 6. 44 38 35 | 74.37 | 40.9 10.0 
une 

Meo cog SmouasEESCUeE 65352 | 10.67 | 1.44 | 4.00 | 9.79 | 2.62 | 6.66 36 29 | 74.84 | 40.5 (as 
Doe Se eS Gte Oe e 65398 | 10.41 | 1.52 | 3.69 | 10.60 | 2.47 | 6.67 36 19 | 74.50 | 43.5 0 
See enon ie news 65461 | 11.14 | 1.52 | 3.76 | 10. 28 | 2.35 | 6.37 38 12 | 75. 22 | 44.8 0 

AS eas Gos 5 TEE 65525 | 10.79 | 1.49 | 3.84 9.81 | 2.51 | 6. 74 42 O7 | 75.12 | 45.5 Pel 
it Semcon ere Meee 65542 | 11.53 | 1.61 | 3.80 | 10.11 | 2.19 | 5.82) 0 35 | 76.14 | 46.5 0 
A Seas pe ee 65593 | 10.94 | 1.52 | 3.63 | 10.45 | 2.61 | 6.66 30 09 | 74.74 | 50.8 0 
PAD seh vert mes aad Ret 65639 | 10.58 | 1.48 | 3.67 | 10. 21 | 2.67 | 6.34 40 21 | 75.02 | 57.9 2.2 
PRS ees Sede Ae ee REE 65640 | 11.03 | 1.51 | 3.62 | 11.66 | 2.53 | 6.63] .43 O01 | 73.61 | 48.1 0 
2 Oe aati so aorta nL 65644 | 10.75 | 1.50 | 3.79 | 10.43 | 2.62 | 6.38 33 13 | 74.82 | 55.6 3.3 
PAD brs Gtr eRe es ae 65650 9.47 | 1.47 | 8.88 | 10.28 | 2.50 | 5.79 29 -18 | 75.61 | 49.0 0 

PAV CL AL Ose ey ser eee tees 10.35 | 1.46 | 4.08 | 10.11 | 2.48 | 6.40) .30] .63 | 74.54 | 34.7] 24.3 

1 The writers wish to express their appreciation to Mr. G. L. Bidwell, Chief of the Cattle Food Labora- 
tory, Bureau of Chemistry, for making many of the chemical analyses here shown. 

Now, compare the factors in Table XX from April 10 to June 26, 
1912, and it will be found that the only factors showing a perceptible 
change are the acidity and sucrose, while the ether extract has a 
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Fig. 32.—Graphic comparison of corn under various stages of deterioration, showing (1) that the degree of 

acidity is proportional to the degree of deterioration, (2) that where there is an increase in the degree of 

acidity there is a corresponding decrease in the amount of sugar, and (3) that the source of the increase in 

the degree of acidity is mostly in the germ. 
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Fig. 33.—Curves comparing the degree of acidity of 

the germs of corn with that of the degerminated 

kernels and with that of the whole kernels, show- 

ing that the cause of the high degree of acidity in 

unsound corn is due to the development of abnor- 

mal acidity in the germ. 

general tendency to become 
lower. This is as one would 
expect, because it is through 

the decomposition of these con- 
stituents, ether extract (fats 

and oils) and sugars, that acids 
are formed. All the analyses 
in columns 4 to 11 of the table 
have been calculated on a 
moisture-free basis. 

Figure 32 represents corn 
under various stages of deteri- 
oration made from the results 
of aspecial storage experiment. 
It shows that the amount of 
acid is proportional to the de- 
gree of deterioration and that 
where there is an increase in 
the amount of acid there is a 
corresponding decrease in the 
amount of sugar, and it also 
shows that the source of the 
increase in the amount of acid 
is mostly in the germ. 

Figure 33 represents the acid 
determinations of some of the 
component parts of the corn 
kernel and again shows that 
the seat of most of the acid, 

and especially the increase in acid, is in the germ. 
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SUMMARY. 

As a result of these corn-acidity investigations, the following facts 
are well established: 

(1) All corn, unless in a state of putrefaction, contains acid-reacting substances 

which impart to the corn a certain degree of acidity. 
(2) There is a great variation in the degree of acidity of corn, ranging from 9 or 10 

c.c. to over 100c.c. The degree of acidity can be determined by the acid test to 

wat Oove: C: 

(3) The source of corn acidity is mostly in the germ. The source of increase in the 

degree of acidity is almost entirely in the germ. | 
(4) Allcornjudged damaged by the eye is higher in degree of acidity than corn judged 

sound by the eye. 
(5) In a general way the degree of acidity of corn varies inversely with the germi- 

native power. 

(6) The degree of acidity of corn increases directly with the percentage of damaged 

kernels as determined by mechanical analyses. 

(7) The degree of acidity of corn is greatly increased by the action of fermentation 

and high temperature. 

(8) Throughout the year, from harvest to harvest, there is a gradual increase in the 

degree of acidity and a corresponding decrease in the percentage of germination of 

corn arriving at terminal markets. 

(9) With respect to quality and soundness, the degree of acidity of corn is com- 

mensurate with the commercial grading at terminal markets. 

(10) The degree of acidity of corn is a criterion of soundness and quality. 
(11) From the standpoint of commercial grading, corn with a degree of acidity less 

than 22 c. c. is normally sound and of good commercial quality; corn with a degree of 

acidity between 22 and 26 c. c. is somewhat inferior in quality and soundness, due to 
deterioration of the germ; corn with a degree of acidity between 26 and 30 c. c. 
evidences marked deterioration and is unsound; and corn with a degree of acidity 
ereater than 30 c. c. is badly damaged and should be considered from a commercial 
standpoint as sample-grade corn. 
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